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ILLTOP 
Th e Student Voice of Howard Un_iversity 
VOLUME 85, NO. 41 
Controversy Surrounds 
Selection of New Hillt~p 
Editor-In-Chief 
Current and Former Staffers Question Credibility of 
Policy Board 
BY JENNI! ER CIJ~IMINGS and 
KERR\'•AI\N ffM llLT01' 
Hilltop Staff Writers 
across campus. 
Staffers sought an explanation for 
the Feb. 11 hiring aficr the Board 
passed on current Hilltop Managing 
The validity of the Hilltop's Policy Editor Christopher Windham. Wind• 
Board's selection of junior Lauren ham, a junior print journalism major, 
Anderson as the .. ,e oar. ,as II/me Ifs has wori:ed for the_ news-
newspaper's edi- k . . paper since 1999. mclud-
tor-in-chief for ac, ,011 ch~?smg quabry" ing stints as the assistant 
2002-2003 has a11d1dates, said Smtih. campus editor. campus 
sparked criticism 11stead, they beg1111 to focus editor and managing edi-
from current and II politics as the preemi- tor. The decision lefi 
former staffers IC/I/ criteria oi·er substance unanswered ~uc,tions 
who say the h.iring about the b:1s1s for the 
"lacks merit." 11d quali()i" board's decision, staffers 
At issue arc said. 
Ande,-son's crcdcn- Jason T. Smith, Hilltop In comparison. Ander-
tials, professional ditor-i11-Chief 2000-200 I. son. current managing 
experience, and L ----------....Jeditor of the independent 
work history with the Hilltop, which weekly District Chronicles, worked 
has given new ammunition 10 critics for the newspaper from 1999-2000. 
of the University's system of selecting including a job as city editor. 2000· 
paid student positions. 2001 Editor-in-Chief Jason T. Smith 
The practices of the Hilltop. HUSA terminated Anderson's services after 
and Homecoming Pol icy Boards has only 10 issues. 
prompted debate from student leaders Please See Hilltop,83 
1\ Closer Look at the Candidah.'s 
Christopher Windham 
The HIiitop 
Cnmpu, Staff Wri1cr 
Asst. Campus Editor 
Cnmpus Editor 
Mnnnging Editor 
Profe.slonnl 
The C'harlone Observer 
Congrc"iom1I Quarterly 
The Wall S11vc1 Journnl 
Mone, Mngnzinc 
Awurd~ 
Chips Quinn Scholar 
Dcpartmctll of Journnlism 
Schola~hip 
Pcny Newbie Fn:,hmnn Sensntion 
Award 
Hilltop Editorial 
Scc11on Editor of th<' '\i:nr 
Societv of Professional JournaliMS 
Mnrk of Excellence ,\\\,1rd-Sport, 
Writing 
Lauren Anderson 
The Hilltop 
City Srnff Writer 
City Editor 
District Chronicle, Mnnaging Editor 
Profe,;slonul 
The Bir ioini:h,un P,h! Hern hi 
Teach for Ameri~a 
t'murd, 
Hilltop Staff Writer of the '\'<:tr 
Southern Ncw,p;1pc1 
Publisher', A"ociation Schol,mhip 
Serving Our Intended 
Purpose? 
Since 1924, The Hilltop has served as a medium for fair and unbiased coverage of the 
Howard University community. The 
But, when viewpoints clash about the 
direction of the newspaper, its content 
and the tradition of freedom of expres-
sion, that mission 10 cultivate the Mu• 
dent press is role of the Hilltop 
Policy Bonrd. which 
is comprised of stu-
dent government 
representatives, 
administrators and 
facu lty members. 
has been 10 provide 
''suppon and profes-
sional assistance" to 
the newspaper with• 
out infringing on the 
development of the 
Our View severe ly dam -aged.The Hilltop 
Policy Board's 
allegiance 10 the 
paper is renected 
through the selec-
tion of the news-
paper's Editor-in-
Chief. If the 
Board's decision 
was foir. logical 
The Hilltop Policy Board 
needs to rediscover its 
commitment to fairness 
as well as its responsibili-
ty to promoting freedon1 
of expression. 
newspaper and its staffers, according to 
the Procedures and Policies Governing 
The Hilltop. The Policy Board and The 
Hilltop swff must work collectively as 
professionals in order forthe Hilltop 10 
reach such levels of success. 
and unbiased. as 
required by the policies of the Hilltop. 
then the credentials and experience of 
thecandidnies would be the most viable 
source for justification of the board', 
choice. 
Please See Board, ,\3 
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FINALLY! 
Unselfish Bison Upset Hampton 82-81 
First Victory Over Pirates in Five Years 
,,. 
Photo-. 8) Mar" Colcn'W.n 
'Ille I.ad~ m-.cm und \ttn l>olh defeated tht Hampton l'nh-en.it) Pirat~ 
~1ondol) in ll doul,le hender. \\ hile the I ,ad> Uison ha\\'t:njo)1..'Ci~Jett(..'\:lgain~I 
the \\Om(•n.-,· 1e::im. the men ha,c not. Mondn~ ·~ ,\in "ns o nrnjor, iC'tOQ for 
the 11.~t,m. 
B\ \ISII\ CIH,n 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
range. His deadly shooting ( 9 of 14 1h1-ee- (Williamson) and #42 (Thoma,J," Lue ,aid. 
pointe~) and Thomas· aggressive play in the " I thin~ the game has been prelly exci11ng so 
paint ( 11 first half points) kept the Bison in far; 42 gave me a couple dunks 10 keep me 
the grune in the first half as they headed into ,nvohed in the game and if they quit turning 
With the Bison trailing 81-80 with 7.6 the locker room trailing by only one. 33-32, the ball over so much, I think they'll win the 
seconds remaining in the game, Aki at intermission. game ensily." 
Thomas. on a wise entry pass from Gil "II', kind of a luxury 10 ha\'e guards like After pocking up three fouls early and 
Goodrich, missed a clo,e bank ,hot. 1 lowev- Kyle nnd Ron, DK (Darren Kennedy) and only playing 11 minutes in the first half, 
er. a charging Ron Williamson was there for ~---------------~ Kyle William, turned hi, game around and 
the tip-in as time expired 10 gi1c the Bison opened up the half with a three point play 
the 82-81 win o\'er Hrunp1on Uni\'crsity "This win n1ay signal Oil r 1ha1 cied 1he game at ~5 lie then proceeded 
Monday. It":" the Bison·, lirst victory over seaSOII or our progra/11 furn- to score 15 of hi< 17 points to keep 1he 
Hampton in five year, Bi,on in the game. 
" I didn't even sec the clock and I was ing the corner because with "I had three fouls early and 01)' ,hots real-
lucky 10 gel il off in time," Williamson said. wins / ike this, it shows ever)'· ly weren't falling in the first half. but you 
who had a grune-high 41 points. which tied hn\'e to shoot them when you're open." 
a career high. "My man (defender) left 10 go body that our basketball pro- Williams said, who earlier that day was 
double on Aki and hCJUII put ii off the glass gran1 has gotten a lot better. f named 10 the MEAC first team All Confer-
and it came right 10 me." encc. "I thought Coach was going to ,11 me 
Entering the game, Hampton (22-6 over- real fy feel that it signals a to start the second half because I had three 
all, 16-1 in 1he MEAC) was one of only two .1· " fouls. Bui he told me 10 just go out there 
teams in the country that was undefeated in start OJ a new era. and play and I knew what I had to do. I got 
conference play. With the win. the Bison ---Bison Head Coach Frankie Allen started early with the and-one play. I was 
( 16- 11 O\'erall, 11-6 in the MEAC) snapped ready 10 play from there. h felt really eood." 
the Pirates 14-gnme winning screak and are There were a total of eight lead changes 
now tied for second place with Delaware and U\'e ties during the second half alone as 
State. Gil , who can really shoot the ball," Thoma, neither team led by more than six point< the 
The Bison holu their destiny in their own said. "It forces teams 10 kind of pick their entire grune. 
hands as they face Delaware State tomorrow poison and decide where they want 10 get Williamson ,cored 27 of his points in the 
afternoon at 4:30 p.m. in the regular season burned." second half. and that, combined with some 
finale. The winner will get the second seed Among the many spectators in anendancc unselfish play by the Bison, proved 10 be the 
and more importantly. a bye in the first- were Washington Wizards guards Ty1onn difference in the game. 
round of the MEAC 10urname111 from March Luc and Courtney Alexander. Both predicted . With 23 seconds remaining in the game, 
4-9. in Richmond. a Howard victory. 
For the second straight game, Williamson "I think Howard has a good chance of 
wa, nearly unstoppable from three-poilll winning if they keep gening the ball to #22 
Please See Biso11 ,\3 
Apathy Rises Amongst Student Body as 
Prospective Leaders Solicit Votes 
Lack of Student Representation on Tuition Rates and 
Review Committee Concerns HUSA Policy Board 
pathy(a-p&-thE)- 1. absence of cmo-
ion. 2 Lack of interest or concern. 
Y JtiNMHi R CuM,11:-:c;s 
Hi I hop Staff Writer 
Empty seats far outnumbered those lilied with 
oncerned students at a speak-out . sponsored by the 
eneral Elections Comminee Wednesday in the 
chool of Business Audi1orium. The fifth in a 
erics of student government elections activities, 
edncsday's "From Past to Present" was an oppor-
uni1y for students 10 once again henr from candi-
ates outlining their platforms. 
However, unfortunately for those trying to gar-
ish student support, low anendance has resuhed in 
any of their messages only foiling on the ears of their 
olleagues and hru1dfuls of s1uden1s throughout this 
' lection. 
"As a student government. lc.~der, I charge you to 
continuously bring the government to the ,tudenis:· 
,aid 2000-2001 Undcrgmduatc Trustee Charles Cole· 
man. Jr. "After graduating and coming back, I sec che 
Pleas,· See Armth_1: A3 
BY I\IA K f,IIRA ANDRRSO~ 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
The Howard University Student Association Policy 
Board held its second emergency meeting of the 
month. This time the meeting was led by the discus-
sion of the lack of student representat ion on the Tuition 
Rates and Review Comminec this year. 
According 10 Policy Board member Krisw Black-
well, president of the graduate student association. this 
is the first time University officials haven't allowed stu-
dents 10 sit on the Commillee. 
"The University claimed that in the past students 
breached contracts; therefore, they arc no longer allow-
ing students to s it on the committee," she said. 
According to policy board member A lex Dixon. stu-
dents are allowed to sit on every other comminee. for 
that rea,on the tuition comminee shouldn't operate any 
differently. 
" I don't understand why Mudents weren't allowed to 
sit on the comminee, since that commi11ee affects stu -
dents directly." Lenoard Arnold.junior marketing 
maJorsajd. "The University should ha\'e informed 11-oe 
student body that 1hc ,1udcnt perspective would not be 
represented in this comminee earlier in the year. 
in,1eau of waiting until all the decision, had lxcn 
made" 
Ple<1se See HUSA I'olicy Board,AJ 
li'-:SlDE -Check 0111 our 
1110111e111 in Howard 
hisrory ..... A2 
• Viole!1ce. Breaks QIII in 
the D1stnct ..... A4 
-The Bison [!reparefor 
the MEAC touma-
mellf ..... B4 
A2 
• 
oice& 
Views 
Would you ever 
participate in a 
do,nestic exchange 
program? 
1hmaine Blye 
Junior 
Advenising 
"Yes, I just wanted to try and 
study in a place with a different 
culture. I intentionally came to 
Howard to embrace my own cul-
ture. But I would eventually like 
to go to Africa." 
Ernest Emery II 
Freshman 
Mechanical Engineering 
"Yeah, for the C/lperience, change 
in scenery. beucr education, 
diversity, and 10 learn more about 
other people." 
Kimberly Stubbs 
Freshman 
Sociology/Pre-Med 
"Yes, because I believe it's a 
valuable experience 10 go and 
sec other cultures and how 
other people socialize because 
it helps you grow as a person." 
.... , 
Christella K. Stone 
Freshman 
English 
"Yes. I considered going to 
Spain; I am in Spanish 3 right 
now and I have been interested 
in ii since high school. I find it 
lo be the most fascinating 
Spanish country. The cu)tui-e 
and language is rich and I have 
always wanted to go." 
- Compiled by Melanie Nesbit 
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Exchange Programs Offers Change of 
Venue 
By ALEXIA DAVIS 
Contributing Writer 
Just like most students,juniorchemistry major Lindsey White 
had several different choices for colleges. 
Although she had made li felong friends at Howard Universi-
ty. and had come in contact with excellent professors, she felt 
like she needed a change of pace. 
She also wanted 10 experience one of the colleges that she 
applied to during high school, Duke University. 
Because of her love for Howard, White didn't want 10 trans• 
fer. Instead, she opted to participate in the Domestic Exchange 
Program. 
"I chose to attend Duke for a change of pace, and it is also 
giving me an opportunity to attend one of the schools I want• 
ed to attend and somewhere I might auend medical school." 
The Domestic Exchange Program offers Howard University 
students a unique opportunity 10 attend several top Universi• 
ties throughout the nation and other countries while still being 
Howard Unive,-.;ity students. 
The Office of Enrollment Management/Records offers the 
Howard University Independent Exchange Program and bas an 
exchange agreement with the National Student Exchange. 
tries including Guam, British Columbia, Newfound-
land, and Quebec. 
Students who participate in the Domestic Exchange 
meet the 2.5 cumulative GPA requirements, stand as 
a sophomore or junior, and auend another school for 
a semester or entire year. They are still required to par-
ticipate in Geneml Mandatory Registration. Moreover. 
all the classes that you take at the host college will 
appear on your Howard University record and aver-
aged into your GPA. 
During this time, students pay tuition 10 Howard Uni-
versity but room and board, books and any fees, or 
travel expenses are the students' responsibility. For 
students who have Howard University scholarships or 
outside scholarships and financial aid these can still 
be used 10 cover tuition. 
• Pho<o Courtt.S) of St•mford Univcf'\i1y 
, tony Mude11ts opt 10 alltnd campus.es like Stanford UnhersitJ for 011e or tno 
seme~ters, rather than tr:msrer. 
The H.U.I.E.P. offers a reciprocal exchange agreement with 
Stanford University, University of Southern California, Colum-
bia University, Rutgers University and over twenty other. 
schools. The NSE is also a reciprocal exchange program that 
includes some 147 schools from all 50 states and other coun-
According to Wanda M. Jones, the number of stu-
dents who are interested in the program has increased 
this year because of heightened publicity. "II is impor-
tant that Howard University students check their 
Howard e-mail accounts because this is the maln way 
that l communicated about this program, and for the 
first time, I utilized the Howard University television 
system 10 get the word out." 
Jones also said thnt the housing problem that occurred at 
Howard last year has also affected the number of exchanges that 
Howard could accept. "Since exchange students live on cam-
pus during their exchange, it is crucial that students from 
Howaro <10 the even excnange so me stuucms excnang,ng to 
Howard can have housing." 
Although Lindsey admits 1ha1 she is enjoying her experience 
at Duke she is eager to get back to the school she loves. "The 
experience at Duke is very enjoyable. but I can't wait 10 get back. 
Howard Screens Slavery Movie 'The Middle Passage' 
By Stephanie Joy Tisdale 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
A lilm screening and panel discussion of "The Middle Pas-
sage," was held at Cramton Audit0riu111, as a part of HBO's 
"A Journey to Today". · 
Although many anticipated the presence of Spike Lee, he 
was not in attendance due 10 circumstances beyond his con• 
trol. 
;,I was disappointed that he wasn't there because he pro-
duced Bamboozled and he visited Temple University but he 
couldn't visit an HBCU like Howard.'' freshman photography 
major, Olukemi Kamson, said. 
The lilm, directed Guy Deslauriers and Claude Chonville, 
premiered February 8 on HBO. 
The narration, written by author Walter Mosley and spoken 
by actor Djimon Hounsou, accompanied the visual images of 
the horrific middle passage experienced by African captives 
who were forced into migration 10 the western hemisphere. 
said, "The Civil Rights industry is perpetuating 
itself with annual events while negating the history 
of African Americans from 1619.'' 
Jackson also mentioned the inequality of public 
school funding in America saying that. "If we are 
truly all created equal, there should be no differ-
ence between Bel Air and Compton." 
As the discussion headed in the direction of the 
youth's response 10 past atrocities, Rooke said, "We 
have got 10 go on in spite of it." 
"Leadership has to speak 10 the issues of those 
involved," Rooke said, acknowledging the lack of 
freedom fighting organizations of the past, •· Newer 
ways of leadership must be developed." 
Concerning leadership in the film industry, Shel-
by Stone said, "We have a large number of films 
that are funny and polite, and I applaud that. Bui, I 
feel we need 10 celebrate our history." 
She also mentioned the need for African Ameri-
cans 10 do their own research and take the initiative 
to study their history. 
Vivica A. Fox commented on the many things she 
Done as a documentary, the film followed the experiences 
of Africans from their entrance into the ships that carried 
them away 10 their arrival in the new world. has done to uplift Blacks in Hollywood. namely her Photo, Coun<>> of HBO 
refusal to have the word "Nigger .. said too many limes The ~tiddlr Pa'is:1ie c-hronlde~ life for ,Hr'knn~ aho:1rd a \lnH' ,hip. 
in the fi lm "Two Can Play at That Game." 
After the film concluded, a panel featuring Howard profes-
sor Dr. Russell Adams. the film's executive producer Shelby 
Stone. Rep. Jesse Jackson. Jr., Prof. C. Daniel Dawson from 
the Museum of African Art. and assistant director for student 
leadership, Rasheem-Amed Rooke, discussed the movie and 
its impact. 
The discussion focused mainly on what should be done to 
improve the African American community, but covered other 
various issues pertaining 10 lhe African American community. 
As far as her opinion of the Black presence in the film 
industry. she stated, "In Hollywood starting to get in more 
positions like writing, directing and producing. Freshman 
dance major, Maya Harris. felt that Fox's perspective was lim-
ited. "The next time Vivica Fox decides 10 step foot on this 
campus and talk about our people's history she needs to know 
our history goes beyond some sugar-coated HBO nick." 
Behning Harris, Kamson noted that, "I also felt that he could 
have balanced the lack of seriousness displayed by Vivica 
'Ghetto Coon' Fox." 
and where 10 find 111forma1 ion on African American,. He ,ug• 
gested lhc Internet as one way. In addition, 
Prnfessor Dawson noted the there arc scholars on Howard's 
campus that can also provide information on African Ameri-
can history. 
"There wa, an Africa before this, an Africa during this and 
an African American culture after this," he ,aid of the Africa, 
enslavement depicted in the film. Dawson also mentioned the 
African foundation, in places like Cuba and Bmzil, "hose 
culture is deeply embeJded in African traditions. 
After the panelists presented their views on the state of 
African Americans as it related 10 their respective endeavors. 
the discussien turned into an exchange of ideas, with both 
positive and negative responses from the audience. 
When asked about his feelings about the Civil Rights Move-
ment, Jackson noted that he felt it hadn't moved.or made the 
transition to a human rights struggle. 
Adams commented on the need for African Americans 10 go 
beyond the film. "Understand not only the images, but what 
Africa was like before 1hey got on the boat and what they did 
after," he said. 
Howard Students continued to voice their opinions ab'out 
what should be done in the community. and que,tioned the 
role of the panelists in furthering the African American com-
munity. In relation 10 the comme'reialization of the movement, he Adams dbcussed the modern ways of researching history 
Moment in Our History 
Zora Neale Hurston 
Zora Neale Hurston is considered one of the titans of twentieth-century African American literature. Hurston a11ended Howard University from 1923-1924. During her brief career as a 
student she founded The Hilltop newspaper. 
Although Hurston was closely associated with the 
Harlem Renaissance and has influenced such writers as 
Ralph Ellison, Toni Morrison, Gayl Jones. Ahce Walker. 
and Toni Cade Bambara, interest in her has only recently 
been revived after decades of neglect. Hurston's four nov• 
els and two books ot folklore are important sources of 
black myth and legend. Through her writings. Robert 
Hemenway wrote in TIie Harlem Renaissance Remem-
bered, Hurston "helped to remind the Renaissance-espe• 
cially its more bourgeois members--0f lhe richness in the 
racial heritage; she also added new dimensions 10 the 
interest in exotic primitivism that was one of the most 
ambiguous products of the age." 
Compiled by Corey Cwmingham 
MECCA 2002 Begins Search for 
Event Chairs 
By CAPRICIA Wtt.1.1,\\IS 
Contributing Writer 
The Homecoming committee is 
now taking applications for six 
coordinators and three assistant 
positions for 2002 
Homecoming. 
Held each year during the fall 
semester. Homecoming festivi-
ties can range from the tradition-
al fashion and Greek step show 
to a gospel musical. Jlomecom-
ing also includes the various 
school pageants and the Corona-
tion Ball held for Mr. and Mrs. 
Howard University 
Applicants must be in good 
academic standing. and cannot 
be a member of the Homecom-
ing Policy Board. The Home-
coming Chair. Treasure, and 
advisor, along with other mem-
bers of the Homecoming Policy 
Board, will interview students. 
"We need committed people 
that will put the show together." 
Homecoming Treasurer. Ash 
French, said, "They must know 
what it rnkes 10 put a show 
together and stay in budget" 
According 10 the MECCA 2002 
staff more than IOO applications 
have been given out. 
Because planning for home-
coming is a lengthy process 
applicants must be willing to 
stay dunng the summer and help 
the Chairwoman and Treasurer 
plan for the fall . 
" Last year we started as early 
as November" French said, "This 
year we want 10 get it done by 
the end of summer so when 
school starts we just have only 
have 10 dea l with the laM minute 
dcrnil s that often pop up." 
The assistants will work with 
the Operation, Chair, Treasurer. 
and Chairwoman. They need to 
be individuals that can handle 
also a good amount of workflow. 
"Coordinators need 10 be com-
mi11ed, creative, diligent. and 
have ideas" Associate Director 
of Student Activities Oscar 
Jones said. "Also their ideas 
need to fi l into the homecoming 
theme Mecca 2002: Taking the 
Pilgrimage." 
"A coordinator is an extensive 
job," Jones ~a,d . "They need to 
be a leader" 
Applications wi II be processed 
and announcements will be 
made before the Spring Break 
vacation. 
L-------------- -- ----
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Unselfish Bison Upset Hampton 82-81 
From Al 
Will iamson nailed two clutch free 
throws thnt gave the Bison an 
80-78 lead. 
Hampton's freshman forward 
Devin Green then came down the 
court and calmly sank a three-point 
shot in what appeared tO be the 
game winning basket for the Pirates 
with 7.6 seconds remaining. 
"You just have to have confi• 
dence," said Green. who was named 
MEAC Rookie of the Year. "That's 
what we play for. lf you get the 
opponunity, then you just shoot it. 
You can' t even really think about it 
because if you think about it, you' ll 
probably miss. so you just have 10 
be confident." 
Despite being out rebounded by a 
whopping 45-26 advantage, the 
Bison were able to come out with 
the hard-fought victory. 
" It was a tremendous win for us 
because of who we were playing 
and the fact that they were unde-
feated," said Bison head coach 
Frankie Allen. " It was just a great 
win and a great team effort and I'm 
really proud of each and every one 
of our players. This win may signal 
our season or our program turning 
the corner because with wins like 
this, it shows e,•erybody that our 
basketball program has gotten a lot 
better. I really feel that it signals a 
start of a new era." 
In addition to the outstanding 
performance of the backcourt, 
Thomas contributed 13 points and 
five rebounds. Sophomore forward 
$eye Aluko came off the bench and 
played 22 "quality" mi nutes, scor-
ing eight points and grabbing six 
rebounds. 
Goodrich also played a key role, 
distributing the ball well to his 
teammates. and ending the game 
with six assists and no turnovers. 
All five swrters for Hampton fin-
ished the game in doµble figures, 
including MEAC Player of the 
Year, Tommy Adams who led the 
way with 19 points and live 
rebounds. 
"You've got to give them a lot of 
credit. I thought they outplayed us 
from start to finish and that's a 
credit to Coach Allen," said Pirates 
head coach Steve Merfeld. who was 
named MEAC Coach of the Year. 
"They deserved 10 win tonight: 
they real ly did. Fortunately for us, 
we did make soit,e good plays and 
had an opportunity 10 win the 
game. But Williamson played such 
a great game that obviously it was 
fitting that he got the game win• 
ner.'~ 
Apathy Rises Amongst Student Body 
as Prospective Leaders Solicit Votes 
From Al 
same faces fill ing the seats at stu-
dent government events. After I sub-
tract the candidates. those working 
on their campaigns. and current stu-
dent leaders, there are only a few 
students here. Your job is never 
done," said Coleman. 
Coleman was one member of a 
five-member panel discussion held 
during Wednesday's speak out. Past 
and present leaders of the Howard 
University Student Association 
and other University-wide policy 
shaping organizations were on hand 
to share insight with current candi-
dates. 
"Leaders have to take the election 
10 campus, to the classroom, to the 
cafe, to the dormitories. If people 
won't come to speak outs, maybe 
don't have them and think of a new 
way to involve students,'' said 1999-
2000 HUSA President Jonathan 
Hutto. 
Many students explain that apathy 
comes from a lack of vision 
amongst student leaders, charged 
with the responsibility to represent 
the concerns and needs of the stu-
dent body at-large. 
Hilltop Editorial 
Serving Our Intended 
Purpose? 
From Al 
However, such documents analyzed 
by professionals, Hilltop staffers and 
students would have easily silenced 
those critical of the Board's decision. 
Furthermore. the conflicts of interests 
perpetuated by voting members are 
almost impossible to overlook, even 
when the conflicts clearly 
favor current Hilltop staffers. We 
challenge members of the board to 
conduct a fair. unbiased Editor-in-
' 'The same people do everything 
on this campus. Maybe it's to 
build resumes, but maybe people 
would show up to things if there 
was a unified cause, one wor1h 
coming together for," sai.d sopho-
more phi losophy major. Thomas 
Drew. •·They have a lot of pro• 
grams, but maybe they should 
focus on having less programs and 
more attendance. ~ven at their own 
meeti ngs 
Although. outside the HUSA 
office a sign boasts Howard's 
being the fifth mos1 politically 
active campus in 1he nation, poor 
attendance a1 town hall meetings 
and other programs suggests oth• 
erwise. Students also suggest that 
the level of accountabil ity and 
responsibility to student concerns 
results in apathetic students. 
" In a perfect world there would 
be one unified Howard communi-
ty, but there will always be an 
administration and a student body 
and as long as student leaders are 
timid in representing the feelings 
of students to those administra-
tors," said Hannah Little, a junior 
accounting major. 
Chief selection process just as the 
newspaper is challenged to produce a 
balanced account of the news each 
week. The Board's decision not only 
lacks tangible merit, but it allows too 
much room for interpretation of the 
entire selection process. Principles of 
fairness practiced by public institu-
tions should be evoked by the Univer-
sity to ensure that the Editor-in-Chief 
selection process isn't perceived as 
content-based, regardless of positive 
However, some student leaders 
believe that the success of their 
tenure is not measured by the 
number of students in ,mendance 
at student government sponsored 
events. "Numbers do not deter-
mine whether or not you're a good 
leader."said current HUSA Vice 
President to the smal l group. 
"People in charge always try to 
run from their responsibil ity to 
unify people, especially if they 
have self-serving goals. but it is 
possible 10 bring people toget her. 
Sellano Simmons did it last year 
for Prince Jones," said junior 
political science major Audrey 
Jamison. "Why didn't HUSA or 
whoever step up on Auburn. a real 
issue instead of planni ng shopping 
and bus trips" concluded Jamison. 
Students will have an opportun i-
ty 10 vote for next year's student 
leadership March 6. 
"There are students that don't 
necessari ly get involved whi le 
they are here, but it i, your duty 
and your call ing as student leaders 
to reach out 10 those who are 
interested. They are listening," 
Coleman said. 
or negative results. Content-based 
decisions may infringe on candidates· 
First Amendment rights to freedom of 
speech, which is contradictory of the 
Hilltop Policy Board's policies to pro-
mote freedom of expression. Accord• 
ing to the Procedures and Policies 
Governing The Hilltop. 1he Board's 
mission is to "ensure a re,pon,iblc 
student press," leaving the newspaper 
10 question if the Policy Board will 
ever practice what they preach. 
HUSA Policy Board Holds 2nd Emergency 
Meeting 
Lack of Student Representation on Tuition 
Rates and Review Committee Leads 
Discussion 
From Al 
Along with concerns about the 
Tuition Rates and Review Commit-
tee. Drake also had concerns about 
the constitutions of the various 
schools/colleges. 
"Some of the constitutions are over 
20 years old and need to be updated," 
Drake said. "Presidents need to be 
sure that the constitutions are in line 
with the Howard University Student 
Association (HUSA) constitution." 
Some Policy Board members 
blame the Office of Student Ac1ivi-
ties for not regulating constitutions 
better. 
"The Office of Student Activities 
needs to make sure that all constitu-
tions are thoroughly looked over,'' 
Lakeidra Mason, political science 
major said. "If there are any prob-
lems with a particular school's con-
stitution they need to red nag it and 
enforce penalties." 
School of Arts and Sciences presi-
dent and policy board member Anna 
Alexander is taking matters ioto her 
own hands to ensure that things run 
smooth next year. 
"Our constitution is not in line 
with the HUSA constitution," she 
said. "I'm going to change my con-
stitution, bottom line." 
HUSA president Stefanie Brown 
takes some of the blame and says 
that HUSA also needs to do better 
wi th regulating constitutions. 
"It's a lot of work to look 
through all of the constitutions," 
Brown said. " I know there are 
many times l look at the constitu• 
tions, sign them and pass them 
on." 
In an effort to emphasize the 
importance of updating constitu• 
tions, Drake asked presidents to 
turn in a ll ratifications of proposed 
amendments by the Board's next 
meeting. 
Another issue raised at the board 
meeting, is the low pay for Univer-
sity custod ial workers. 
The highest paid janitor has 
been at Howard for more than 30 
years, yet makes less than $21,000 
per year, and the lowest paid jani-
tor makes less at $16,000. 
Although they are paid accord-
ing to a merit system, janitors do 
not receive raises regard less of 
how many hours they work in a 
week according to Brown. 
HUSA is looking into different 
ways of supporting the janitors, 
but have yet to make any solid 
commit ments. 
The next HUSA Po licy Board 
meeting wi II be Thursday. 
Coming Soon ...... . 
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THE DISTRICT I I 
CITY DESK 
No Tux Break, no Hotel 
Developers of the Mandarin, one of the District's largest hotels, say 
that without a $4 million property mx break, the project migh1 fall 
through. According 10 developers, the break is despcra1ely needed to 
close the final financial gap in 1hc $144 million hotel and 10 s~ure 
private financial backers. The proposal ha~ been taken to 1he DC 
Council because developers were 1old that 1hc ci1y does no1 offer such 
a program. The DC Council has no1 me1 on 1he issue. 
Corrections Department Under Scrutiny 
The Correc1ions Departmen1 has fai led to carry out planned layoffs of 
about 400 employees who worked a1 the old Lorton Correctional 
Complex. The layoff delay is receiving a large amount of scrutiny 
from the DC Council Commiuee due 10 the ci1y's curreni economic 
slowdown and is costing the District approximately S 1.3 million a 
mon1h. Council member Kathy Patterson (D-Ward 3). whose commit• 
tee has the responsibility of overseeing the department. has made a 
request 10 the District's chief financial advisor. Natwar M. Gandhi. to 
limit the amount of money that it can budget each quarter. ullimately 
controlling overspending. 
AU Students Arrested in Drug Ring 
Six American University smdcnts were arrested last Thursday by DC 
police in conncc1ion with a drug ring on the private school's campus 
in Northwest Dis1ric1 police arrested 1he s1udcnts during a late night 
r~id of four dormitories, a par1 of a 1wo-month drug ring investigation 
initimed at the request of university officials. The raid uncovered an 
undisclosed amount of drugs, a car. and S 15.000.The studcn1s. all 
male undergraduates. were arraigned in the DC Superior Courl and 
charged with 1he intent 10 distribu1e marijuana or possession or drug 
paraphernalia. 
Mother of Slain Toddler to Stand '!rial 
A D.C. Superior Court judge ruled Monday 1hat Charrisisc Black• 
mond. the 33-year-old mother of ~lain toddler Brianna Blackmond. is 
competent 10 stand trial despite being mi ldly mentally retarded and 
reports confirming 1ha1 she is illi1era1e and cannot read beyond the 
first grade level. Blackmond will $land trial. in this highly publicized 
case, on 1hc charges of obstruction of justice. conspiring to torture the 
girl and child abuse stemming from the toddler's dcalh. However, 
Blackmond is not charged with 1he actual slaying. Blackmond. of 
Northwesl Washington. has pleaded not guilty 10 all charges. The 
child's godmother. Angela T. O'Brien. was convicted Oct. 29 of sec• 
ond-degree murder. first-degree cruelty to children and obstruc1ion of 
justice. On Jan. 25, she was sentenced 10 19 years 10 life in prison. 
Most Wanted Fugitive Caught in Upper Marlboro 
The U.S Marshals Service picked up an alleged D.C. gang leader. Ray-
mond Clark. 29. earlier this week al a rclative's home in Upper Marl-
boro, MD. Clark was placed on the service's most wanted list less 
1han two weeks ago for the 1998 slayings of 1wo men in Prince 
George's Count)'· First-degree warrants 
were issued for the shooting death of Ralph 
Sandall of Sui1land. in November 1998, and 
for fain! stabbing of Ronald Scriber of 
Washington, in August. 
--Compiled by District £diwr Erica Hubbard 
DC HAPPENINGS 
Mayor Anthony A. Williams· State of t!1e District Address 
Wednesday March 6. 2002 
Dunbar Senior High School, located at 1301 New Jersey Avenue. NW 
@6:00pm 
Volunteers needed for the Resident Feeding Program at the 
Washington Center for Aging Services 
For more info contact Jasmin Witcher, coordinaior, at (202) 541-6269. 
Visit Bar Nun. located at 1326 U. St. on Mondays for live jazz and poet· 
ry @6pm 
/ 
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WEATHER 
Today's weather 
Partly Cloudy 51°F 
Snow and Rain 47°F 
Rain 55°F 
Mostly Cloudy 47°F 
Partly Cloudy 47"F 
Partly Cloudy 53°F 
Partly Cloudy 54°F 
' 
.. . - . 
35°F 
41°F 
29°F 
28°F 
30°F 
35°F 
39°F 
Virginia College Town Outraged by 
Recent Spat of Hate Crimes 
I 
By M AKEIJRA ANDl::IISON AN!> 
ERICA H UllllARO 
Hill1op Staff Writer and News Editor 
A group of local Charlottesville teenagers have 
been connected with a series of bruin! assaulls 
on the s1udents at the University of Virginia 1ha1 
began last September. 
"We began investigating a series of assaul1s 
beginning in September," said Chief of Police T. 
Longo. "Other assaults took place on the 12'h. 
I 8'h. and 25'h of January. which is when we 
developed possible suspec1 information." 
According 10 reports in the Washing1on Post. 
the suspects were Black and the victims were 
White and Asian. Shortly after making the 
arres1s, police investigators announced the sus-
pecls auacked the college students because they 
"looked different.'' 
In a ci1y that is known for acceptance and 
open-mindedness, the arrests of the suspeclS has 
genera1ed an in1ense debate over racial issues 
and the definition of hate crimes said Carol 
Morello in a Washington Post ar1icle. 
According to the Washington Post a white• 
rights group called the European-American 
Unity and Rights Organization. headed by David 
Duke, former Klu Klux Klan leader is demand-
ing 1ha1 1hc black teenagers be prosecuted for 
hate crimes against whites. 
The group.is threaicning 10 demonstrate on the 
steps of City Hall, although city officials arc 
s1riving 10 keep the inciden1 a local mailer. 
Louise Dudley. Assislant V.P. of University 
Relations at the University of Virginia. said "We 
have a lot of confidence in our local city govern-
ment and police department. We have done all 
we can 10 help them. and offer our support." 
Chief Longo. who has received numerous let• 
ters challenging the way the Charlottesville 
Police Department is handling the case is siand· 
ing by his decision of mediation ins1cad of pros• 
ecut ion. 
He is quoted in the Washington Post saying. 
"race and everything else aside. these arc our 
kids, on both sides, victims and suspects," he 
said. "We need 10 talk about why this happened 
and what we can do as a community 10 make 
sure i1 doesn't happen again." 
Reporis say the assaults 100k place on Rugby 
Road. a s1rce1 adjacen1 to campus that houses 
many sorority and fraternity houses. 
According 10 the Washington Post IO people 
were injured. Victims were kicked punched. and 
robbed by a group of at least three African 
American youths. Police say "the vic1ims suf• 
fered a range of injuries; several were as minor 
as scrapes on the face. but one suffered a concus-
sion and another had broke cheekbones 1ha1 
necessitated surgery." · 
Reports also state that nine of 10 assailants 
' 
were minors; however. one turned 18 days before 
the last auack and will be prosecuted as an adult. 
Charges include misdemeanors assaults and 
felony assaults by a mob. 
Virginia law states 1ha1 charges can be upgrad· 
ed from misdemeanors to felonies when race'is 
the motivating factor behind a crime. Several of 
the ,uslJCCIS have already beeQ charged with 
crimes that arc punishable by 20 years m prison. 
Vmccnt Brci:ding, national director of the 
European-American Unity and Rights organiza-
1ion was quoted in the Washington Post saying 
·'there arc no whi1es who arc vic1ims whose 
assailants are being prosecuted. If we are going 
10 have a tolerance of diversity in society, it can'1 
be a one-way s1ree1." 
In a Washing1on Post report, the University of 
Virginia's vice president. Leonard Sandbridge. 
said "s1udents who were assaulted have all been 
offered counseling and none have dropped out 
of ,chool." 
Mayor Blake Caravati is on the same page at 
1hc police chief and university vice president 
according to the Washington Post. 
"Sure they did wrong, but they're our young 
men and women ,vho a.re going 10 like in the 
communi1y a long time," Carvati said. "We 
need 10 be supportive of them. This is an 
opponunity 10 ialk about the situation. use it 10 
learn and change our community in a positive 
way." 
D.C. Police Fatally Shoot Man in Northwest 
By AKEYA DtCKSON 
News Editor 
Differing accounts arise in the case of the 
unidentified man who was fatally shot Tuesday 
night by police in the parking lot of an apartment 
complex in Northwest. 
Lt. S1even O'Dell. commander of the anti-crime 
unit, Mobile Force Unit, and Sergeant James 
Ginger shot at the driver of a Jeep after the driver 
reversed his car struck O'Dell and dragged him a 
short distance. said police. 
1\vo witnesses said that no officers had been 
struck by the Jeep or were in any danger. They 
did however say that the driver ignored the police 
officers when ordered to s1op. 
The unidentified man was about 30-years-old, 
and was pronounced dead on arrival at Washing-
ion Hospital Center after being shot in 1he neck 
by a single bullc1. 
James Cousar!. a witness whose family li ves in 
the complex. told 1hc Washington Post that he 
saw an officer reach in the car and grab the dri-
ver's shirt. The driver then rolled up the window 
and reversed despite orders 10 stop. Police went 
in front of the car. fired several 1imcs through the 
wind,hield. said Cousnr1. 
There were no officers in back of the car said 
Cousart's brother. who did nol want hi~ identity 
10 be revealed in a Washington Po;t ar1icle. 
Police rushed into the Sursum Corda apartment 
complex in Northwcs1 near M Strce1 and First 
Torrace and ordered everyone into their homes. 
Ginger fired several times and O'Dell fired 
once. It is s1ill unclear as 10 how many shots were 
fired in total. 
D.C. police said on Tuesday that the two offi. 
cers involved in the shooting would.remain on 
duty unless some1hing suspicious came up in the 
inves1igaiion of the shooting. 
The Facts 
In 1998. a Washington Pos1 investigation exam• 
ined a number of cases in which D.C. police fired 
at suspects because of a perceived threat from a 
moving car. In a five-year period in the mid• 
1990s, officers fired at cars 54 1imes in response 
10 alleged vehicular attacks. killing nine people 
and wounding 19. 
Since then. Police Chief Charles H. Ramsey 
said yes1erday, officers have been taught "ways 
TuE DIS1RICT'S 
BLACK HISTORY 
The African-A111erica11 Civil War Memorial 
The African -American Civil War Memorial, located al 1200 U S1ree1 
NW Washington, DC (nex1 to the U s1rec1-Cardozo metro station), is 
the first and 1hc only national memorial dedica1ed 10 the colored troops 
in the Civil War. The Spirit of Freedom sculpture was unveiled on July 
18, 1998. Designed by Ed Hamilton, the sculpiure stands 1en feet tall 
and features uniformed soldiers, armed and ready 10 go to war. The 
Wall of Honor encircles the sculpture, listing the names of 209. 145 
African Americans tha1 served in the war: a war that claimed the lives 
of approximately one-third of the enlisted soldiers. 
not 10 find themselves in front of a car." The 
number of shootings by D.C. police al suspects 
has increased from 7 to 17 since last year. The 
D.C. police recently released a report stating that 
there has been a "143 percent increase in the 
number of people injured or killed by police gun• 
lire last year and a 45 percen1 increase from 2000 
in the number of times police shot at suspects." 
This is an improvement from 1998. when DC 
police killed 12 people and shot 32. In 1999. 
1here was adecrease 10 11 shootings. and an ·even 
lower one in 2000 with just 7. These nuctuations 
continue to occur even in the face of increases in 
police training and investigative teams specially 
created for 1hese shootings. DC Police Chief 
Charles H. Ramsey firmly stands behind DC 
Police despite the numbers. 
The police shooting s1atis1ics "aren't as impor-
tant as the justification for each incident," Ram-
sey said in a Washing1on Post article. "There 
were 233 murders in 1his city last year. We still 
have a lot of violence .... When our officers do 
have 10 use any form of force:• the department 
wants to make sure ,1·s done properly and with a 
minimum of injury. 
...... Write for the District and discover 
what the Chocolate City has to offer. 
E-mail Erica Hubbard 
@thehill top@hotma il. com 
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Understand what it takes to achieve a successful career within a 
major corporation ... 
Gain knowledge about the skills, training and education required in 
the Informat ion Systems field ... 
Learn how the vast experience of our next guest speaker helped him 
to achieve a high-level posit ion at one of the largest food products 
companies in the world ... · 
If you're interested in achieving, visualizing the possibilities and 
exploring the opportunities - i·n any field -- this session is for you ... 
· Find out more during an upcoming: 
''Careers in Information Systems Lecture·series'' 
Featuring Guest Speaker: 
Stephen Finnerty 
Senior Vice President and Chief Information Officer, 
Kraft Foods North America 
Wednesday, March 6, 2002 
3:45 to 5 p.m. · 
at the School of Business (Room 322) 
A reception will immediately follow the lecture 
Sponsored by Kraft Foods North America 
and 
Howard University School of Business 
Department of Information Systems and Analysis 
All Majors Welcome 
For more information, call 202-806-1510 
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Innovative Hip-Hop Part II: Sphere of Influence Senior 
By STEPIIANII'. JO\' T ISI> \LI\ 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Many people view hip-hop music and culture as a forum for uninhibited artistic freedom. Under the umbrella of .. urban" e,xprcssion, many an ists use the genre as a means of saying anything that comes to mind. 
However. there is often linle concern for how thm expression influ-
ences others, especially young people. Many hip-hop artists feel that it 
is not their job 10 parent chi ldren by only saying what is "good" for 
them to hear in their music. 
Other artists feel they have some accountability 10 the younger gener• 
ation: however. it is not 1heir job 10 be 1he rap GeslaAO, policing other 
artisls. 
Balancing artistic freedom with an element of lyrical regulation, in the 
in1eres1s of )'0ungcr people has become the dilemma for many artiSlS. 
Still . many artists de1est the involvement of outsiders. who know vc_ry 
linlc about hip-hop culture or its music. 
However. a new I Ioward University group, CIPHER, have made it 
possible to influence the direction of hip-hop from within. 
According to Hakim Hasan, 1he group, co-founder, CIPHER. which 
stands for Collecti\'e Intelligence Powered by Hip-Hop·s Elevating 
Rhy1hms a mission to rnisc hip-hop to its highest form of consciousness. 
The goal of1he organization is to bring abou1 the realization amongst 
hip-hop lyricists of their influence as artis1s in hopes of elevating 1he 
communi1y through positive expression. 
CIPHER emerged in response 10 the growing problems in hip-hop 
music. 
"We're concerned about lyricists being culturally responsible," Hasan. 
a 
Photo b) ~ 1el:mic Nc--bitt 
"Uplil\in~" 
11,is Clime Report is a scrl'ice of rill 
Howard Unii-ersiry Campus Police. 
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Punch-Out 
Lost Property 
School of Business 
lnjmcd Person 
Photo by Mehtnie Ncsbin 
Both Painting!; ure h) Hukim Hasan 
·Couon Club· 
sophomore pre-physical therapy major. 
Through forums, conferences, workshops, panel discussions and 
ciphers. the group aims to promote lyrical accountability, while provid-
ing support fo1· all expressions of hip-hop. 
Hasan, an anis1 and painter of pieces like "The Conon Club," notes 
that CIPHER members represent every foction of hip-hop. 
In reference to Nicole Vear, one of the group's founding members. he 
no1es "Nicole paints, draws, and wri1es poetry," he explains that the 
group attract> all types of people: poetS, visual artists, and lyricis1s. 
While it is CIPHER'S in1ention 10 promote cons1ruc1ive ways to regu-
late lyrical content, 1hc organization does recognize the need for artistic 
freedom. 
Hasan said, "I realize that people are going to say what's on their 
minds and I can'1 fault them but they must realize that they're affecting 
other people's lives." 
CIPHER is adamant in their approach. believing that rap music has a 
very large sphere of influence. The organization is firm in their resis-
tance of lyrics that tear down the community and ha,-e a negative 
impact on youth. 
CIPHER feels that with the proper information, hip-hop ar1is1s will 
make better decisions as far as their lyrical content is concerned. 
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21 Years in the Making .. • • • • • 
Happy Birthday! 
C.ROC 
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· Spotlight 
ANITA BARKSDALE 
Considering her experi-ences al 
Howard University a 
blessing. senior 
COBIS major, Ani1a 
Jewel Barksdale pas• 
sionately rnkes the 
opportunity to serve 
and become involved 
each chance she gets. 
Her membership in 
student government, 
the yearbook and 
community service 
organization at her 
performing arts high 
school in Hous1on, 1exas, armed Anita with the leadership skills neces• 
sary to make the most out of her four years a1 the Mecca. Anita cur-
rently serves as Vice president of the School of Business Student 
Council, coordinator of the Women in Business program, and eastern 
regional represen1a1ive of Alpha chapter of Oelrn Sigma Theta Sorori-
ty, Inc. 
Anita Also upholds a strong academic record as well. This is demon• 
stra1ed by her membership in phi Sigma pi Na1ional honor fraternity, 
Inc., Golden Key National Honor Society, and 1he national Society of 
Collegiate Scholars. 
This year Anit1·s life theme is "In Due 1ime." After graduation, she 
plans to work for the accounting firm. KPMG. in their 1echnical divi • 
sion. She will be opera1ing a system that process government agencies 
accounting information. She will use that year 10 apply to graduate 
schools. and "In Due time" hopes to receive her M.B.A., masters in 
Public Policy from Harvard University. and a Ph.D. in Rhetoric and 
L-anguage from the Universi1y of Texas in Aus1in. 
Realizing the support of her family plays a large part in where she is 
today, Anita regards her father, a lawyer turned pastor, as the most 
influential person in her life. "I respect all that he has done for the 
family during limes of adversity. He never ceases 10 amaze me.' Like-
wise, Anita never ceases 10 amaze the HU community 1hrough her 
involvement with the Homecoming policy board. UGSA, and her past 
position as assistant business manager of The Hilltop. 
When speaking of Howard University Anita commented. "If you 
allow yourself to be immersed in Howard University, you get "IT." 
"IT' being some1hing she can'! exac1ly describe, but s1rongly observes 
in Howard students. Anita plans 10 celebrate her graduation with her 
large extended family. She says that she intends 10 carry "IT' with her 
1hroughout the res1 of her life. 
· Natasha Noelle Fontaine 
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A great career? A great company? A great tomorrow? 
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The best bars on ca,.npus don't serve drinks. they serve 
their country. You see. when you co111ptctc Army ROTC Jnd 
graduate, you'! I be a ,, o f f ,cer ancl get a set of gol d bar s. 
Register ror an Arn,y ROTC class today. Because there 's n o 
better bLV? t han the_ sen se o r ac.:corn p ) 1s h rnent . 
ARM Y ROTC 
U n l.i ke a.ny otb.e r col.l.ege course you. can ta:ite. 
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FRIDAY, MARCH 1, 2002 
As SENIOR VP OF· FINANCIAL PLANNING AT A 
• 
MAJOR MOVIE STUDIO YOU COULD: 
0.K. A $93 MILLION BUDGET 
HIRE 7,500 EXTRAS 
RENT 2 7 3 PALM TREES 
{AND 1 BIG FAN TO MAKE THEM SWAY) 
How DD YOU GET A t...1013 LIKE THIS? 
www.STARTHEREG□ PLACES.CDM/B1Z20 
Go here and take the first step toward the career you want. 
START HERE. 
G□ PLACES. 
A9 
If you know business 
and accounting, you 
can get a job anywhere. 
Because the skills 
you iearn in business 
- strategic and 
analytical thinking, 
• communication, 
and leadership -· 
are always in demand. 
In some of the coolest 
industries in the world. 
Even in the movies. 
• TH£ HILLTOP 
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THE HILLTOP 
lRA PORTER, Edito1•i11-Chief 
CHRISTOPHER WINDHAM, Ma11agi11g Editor JAMYE SPILLER. Ma11agi11g Editor ..;;,._:;:. _______ _ 
SIMONE MASON 
Editorials Editor 
Fo1111ded i11 1924 
What We Don't Know Can·Hurt Us 
S ince the terrorist attacks ·of September l l, 200 I, numerous measures have been taken to protect our national secu-
rity. Some of these measures are pragmatic, 
while others are feasible threats to the civil lib-
erties of the average American, and some arc 
probably unconstitutional as they epitomize the 
quasi-legislative materialization 
In a few weeks the U.S. government will 
announce the newly set guidelines for 
what kind of information is obtainable and 
what types will be retained for national 
security purposes. It 's understandable and 
important that during "war time." "the 
enemy" doesn't know our strategy and 1hat 
we don't make our-
selves vulnerable pro-
of backlash against those who 
are of Middle-Eastern descent 
(and arc detained in New York). Our View: 
viding them with infor-
mation that they can 
use against us. But 
there arc things that 
the average American 
has a right to know. 
For instance, people 
need to know where 
there are hazardous 
waste sites so that they 
be avoided for health 
Currently, 30 bills are pend-
ing in Congress that are 
'attempting to redefine what the 
government is required to 
release to the public under the 
federal Freedom of Information 
Act of I 967. It's now official; 
Big Brother is here, pervasive 
in our society with all an all-
seeing eye and tight lips. 
Amendments to the 
Freedom of Info. Act 
need to be practical 
enough to protect us 
from ourselves. 
Tolephonc calls arc being 
made by various agencies. especially those 
pertinent to science and technology: he wants 
scientist and scholars to destroy their CD-
ROMS full of valuable information. Books arc 
disappearing from libraries; entire web sites 
are down, in fact, the National Imagery and 
Mapping Agency no longer even sells iL~ 
detailed digital maps on the Internet. Big 
Brother is expunging all information he feels a 
potential terrorist may utilize to expedite a 
fatal biotechnological incursion into our soci-
ety. This isn't mere paranoia: it's real -hence. 
anthrax. 
purposes, and scientist 
need access to as much 
information as possible if we are to con-
tinue making advances in technology. 
The amendments to the Freedom of 
Information Act have the potential to dras-
tically alter our lives as Americans. The 
Congress must find a balance and not too 
narrowly define what can be a threat to 
our national security. Ignorance is 001 
bliss; it may give birth to indolence in var-
ious fields that we need progressive 
advancement; it may cause us to do more 
detriment to ourselves than the terrorist 
can. 
Voting on Vouchers 
February 20, 2002, the U.S. Supreme 111,111 1: Si111111011s-Harris, the government Court heard a landmark case. Zelman 1? shouldn't be paying for ~1udents 10 go to rc\igious Si111111011s-Harris, in which the constitu- schools when there is a supposed separation of 
tionality of a school voucher program will be church and government. Last of all, there is lit-
determined. The case comes from Cleveland. tie evidence that proves that private education is 
Ohio, where under a federal court order to res- inevitably more beneficial to a child. 
cue the city's schools, a scholarship and tutoring The fact that America has created its own 
program was enacted in J 995 that may be a vio- institutions in which children are to learn and 
lalion of the First Amendment by subsidizing grow. yet is seeking o ther alternatives to cdu-
religion. cate them says a lot. The federal government 
School vouchers have been a ,......----------~ needs to focus more on 
heated and long debated issue improving its public school 
in the Congress and in state and Our View: system so that all children will 
local governments. As more have access to a high quality 
and more Americans become education instead of finding 
disillusioned with the ever fail- School vouchers pose ways to help a few. If school 
ing public schools, especially a maJ· or threat to pub- voucher programs become 
in the inner cities, alternatives enacted few will reap the ben-
havc been sought out in an lie schools cfit and it will be of detriment 
endeavor to save our chi ldren. to all public school children. 
On a superficial level, vouch- Furthermore, despite the fact 
crs appear to be the solution to that the poster children of 
a big problem; the government vouchers are black, it's feasi-
would be using federal funds in ble that few· minorities will 
order to help parents 10 send their children to benefit, when they actually need it the most. The 
"better schools," private ones. However, there is people who arc most likely to be the recipient 
justifiably a lot of controversy surrounding of vouchers arc those who are providing the 
school vouchers. money to lobby for them, the white middle-
First, the funding that would be used to pro- class. Our public schools are a sad site and pro-
vide vouchers would be withdrawn from the grams that take money from them shouldn't be 
public schools. Secondly, as in the case of Zel- supported. 
--- .-....... ... _ -- ~ ... - ... .. ~ L..t .... 
illustration By Antiju•an Jackson 
... You ha'4e 
0evero.l 4u~st1omi8t 
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What's Your Opinion?· 
We encourage our readers to write letters to the Editor. Tull us what you think about the paper and its contents. We strive to produce a quality weekly with news pages that are devoid of slant or personal bias. Please 
address all letters or comments to The Hilltop, 2251 Sherman Ave., NW. Wash-
ington DC, 20001. You can also e-mail us at thehilltop@hotmail.com 
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PERSPECTIVES 
-Straying Away From The Usual 
\ Akosua Amoako-Atta 
!could nol believe ii myself, bu!, by 1he end oflhe day, I had decided i1 was in my bes! interest 10 become a vegetarian. I had begun to realize how much eating meal had become 1he mos! annoy·-
:! ing experience and how sick I was of it. I was more of 
,1 a chicken fanatic and seldom ate beef or pork. After see-
:1 ing a news piece on Fox 5 abou1 meat products and how 
i farmers fed 1heir stock wi1h antibiotics 110110 prevent dis-
eases, but rather 10 increase their size, I knew 1ha1 1ha1 
was the last straw. There is no1hing wrong wi1h decid-
ing 10 eal only non-meal produc1s, c.,cepl I had only a 
da)' ago been a chicken freak. And 1oday lam denounc-
ing my meat eaiing habits and seuling for a non-meat 
'
1 die!. 
" 
, 
., 
I 
I 
There are moments when one does have 1he urge to 
simply say, "1his life of no meat just •ain'1' me." But I 
refuse to be weak and give imo urges. For aspiring veg-
Perspective 
e1arians. ii is advised 1ha1 you hang wi1h 01her vegernr-
ians for a smooth 1ransi1ion. Well, a1 leas1 umil you can 
stand on your own two fee1 and nol be bothered. TI1e most 
terrifying thing is hanging wi1h 01hers who constantly 
remind you of what you are missing out on, "the ribs, 
barbecue chicken, ho1 dogs, ham burgers. chicken sal-
ads and shrimp cock1ails." The mere mention of lhese 
makes my mllulh wa1er and makes me ask myself, "have 
you los1 your mind?" Perhaps I have Josi ii. bu1 who 
wouldn't. I feel like I've lived off lhe same meals for 1he 
pas11wen1y-1hree years of my life, chicken, chicken, and 
chicken! Sometimes I wonder how much longer before 
I s1ar1 to resemble a chicken. 
I use 10 wonder what exac1ly vegelarians ale thnl could 
make them hold on 10 such a ea1ing habil. 11 may appear 
on 1he surface 1ha1 there is no1 much variety, bu11here is 
as much variety as mea1-ea1ing die1ers may have on 1heir 
menu. Before I go on 10 s1a1e 1he wonderful vegc1arian 
foods, lei us gc1 10 know who a vege1arian is by defini-
tion. I am wha11hcy call a lac1ovege1arian, in other words 
a vege1arian whose diet includes diary products and eggs. 
Now vegans are wha1 I 1erm, "radical vegetarians.'' Veg-
ans do no1 ea1 meal or foods derived from animals such 
as dairy products. They subsis1 on vegetables, fruils, nu1s, 
grains, e1c. Hones1ly, becoming a vegan, 10 me, would 
mean becoming a herbivore, which is too extreme for me. 
II would mean eating healthy bu1 al 1he expense of for-
going real ice cream. cookies and all lha1 swcc1 stuff. 
Ncver1heless, I must commend vegans for lhcir ability 
10 denounce meat and any produc1s derived from ani-
mals. 
As far as the typical vege1arian die1 is concerned, sim-
ply imagine ealing all the numerous dishes ou1 1here 
wilhoul meal. fish. or fowl. I realized 1ha1 ii is hard for 
me now in 1he primary siages 10 find a meal 1ha1 ac1u-
ally fi lls me up. Bui contrary 10 whal my non-vege1ari-
Beef Man 
By Antijuan Jackson 
an colleagues mighl lhink, I plan to be a vegetarian for 
a long 1ime. This is far from being jusl ano1herphase lhal 
will even1ually pass. One olher lhing is certain-I will 
nm be hanging around soul food even1s. After all, I'm 
only human and I'm prone 10 fall in10 1emp1a1ion. 
Akosua Amoako-Alla 
Graduating Senior 
Broadcast-Journalism Major 
A·Journey from Where? 
: Stephanie Joy Tisdale 
·1 
What, how you gonna wear a 
platinum ar,u. looking like a 
conscious No Limit Soldier ... Don't hate, a Nubian k1og shoulq 
always we,r the most precious relics ... I 
·' 
·' Yuuurp-what up, Cousin/ It's me ag-iin, Shi 
Just wante;! to introduce. my man, Roco 
As you can see he hkes tight shuts~ 
to sha.voff his pecks... · 
'tj, \ Besiqes, Is it MY fault you're we.itm' a shirt 
~om Phatfarm's New infant line. 'Baby Milk· .. 
Anyway, we're bouncing toa rally e,1llin' 
for a larger conscious level in music videos. So ... As a new s1uden1 a1 Howard, I have encountered many disappoinunenlS. however, none can compare 10 1he 
LHBO shenanigan "A Journey 10 Today.'' Held 
ment wi1h her own played oul rendi1ion. I think 
that her srntemenl was neither construc1ive nor 
appropriate and she was in foci misguided by 
her argumenl. She spoke as if 1he s1uden1 
couldn't know abou1 1he ac1ual middle passage 
wi1hou1 seeing the film, which is limiled in i1s 
pcrspec1ive. Comments from Jesse Jackson Jr. 
also proved 10 be wordy propaganda. When 
asked about what he planned 10 do as a poli1i-
cian. he replied 1ha1 he wasn'1 a poli1ician and 
wenl on 10 say a 101 of nice things 1hai had no1h-
ing 10 do wi1h 1he question. He seemed 10 have 
a 101 10 say ye1 he never pinpoin1cd his direc1 
poli1ical action. 
S1 \ t~~:t~· ~ in the same Cram1on Audi1orium 1ha1 housed 
wha1 would have been a screening of "How 
High" (if 1101 for 1he semi rim ouiside). 1he 
screening and discussion aflerwards was an 
embarrassmelll, among other lhings. The fi lm in 
>t i1self was an ar1istic depic1ion of African 
enslavemem, seeming 10 ignore 1he very real 
horror of our people. When wmching !he fi lm, I 
wondered how African cap1ives on a ship for 3 
· ·weeks could appear 10 have freshly cul hair. I 
also questioned 1he bealing of the caplives wi1h 
whips. wi1hou1 the portrayal of bloody injuries. 
I think the film was cu1e, if any1hing, uavel-
ing on !he ou1,kir1s of 1he African experience. It 
begins wi1h African, being led 10 a ship from a 
slave dungeon, giving very liule information 
aboul where 1hey were coming from. An 
auempl 10 give an Africanesque feeling 
1hroughou1 lhe fi lm was limiled 10 1he faces of 
-'l>.frican people in villages wi1hou1 idenlifying 
f anything !hat resembles 1heir specific cuhures. 
, There was also 1he portrayal of African "ar1i-
: fac1s" wi1hou1 discussing their significance. Al 
, one poim, 1he rMin charac1er says 1ha1 all of the I people joined 10ge1her in a chan1 beginning 
I wi1h 1he words, ·•we African,." Did our people 
even refer 10 1hemsel"~ as African? ! The film also showed very liule resisrnnce by 
, lhe Africans 10 1heir enslavemelll ou1side of 
I 1heir successful suicides. In 1he film, 1hey sa1 and wailed pa1ien1ly while 1hey were being 
Ahhough I believe in 1he positive encourage-
men1 of our people, i1 is importan1 1ha1 we ques-
tion 1he mo1ivcs and actions of 1hose wi1h acer-
rnin sphere of influence. II is nOI enough 10 si1 
back and wa1ch HBO uivinlize a very real expe-
rience. If 1he film even came close 10 an actual 
depic1ion of slavery. I lhink the audience would 
ha,·e reacted a 101 differently. The foci tha1 !he 
fi lm was aired on a major cable network says a 
101. Since when has America 1aken our enslave-
menl seriously? More imporianlly. how can a 
film which literally Slops m 1he shores of Amer-
ica, help us journey 10 1oday? Where is 1he 
"before"? Where is 1hc "af1er''? Did African 
people drop ou1 of 1he sky, endure 1he middle 
passage and magically appear 1oday? I doub1 iL 
Srephtmie Joy Tisdale is a freshma11 at 
Howard U11frersil)! 
• 
~J 
c., 
,~, 
Whooa, I thought it was for a 
larger 'Cleavage'/evel, count me out! 
llz. 
Mind blowin' ~in't it/ Holl~ 
s j 
PLEASE NOTE: j beaten and abused. Is tha1 really accurate? 
1 Imagine taking a group of Howard s1uden1s. 
chaining 1hem up, be:iling and raping lhem . 
. Would 1hey si1 and patien1ly accep1 !heir fate? I 
doubl ii. 
The discussion following would have 
: redeemed 1he film if 1101 for tl1e ignorance of 
,_Vivica Fox, who auacked a s1uden1 making a 
The views expressed on the Perspective pages of The 
Hilltop are the opinions of the authors names above 
them. 
l very valid point The s1udcn1 said 1hm African 
Americans needed 10 go back fur1her lhan 1he j middle passage and s1udy !heir experience in 
: Africa prior 10 slavery. He also men1ioned 1ha1 
, he hadn't seen 1he film. Fox said lhat he needed 
i 10 see 1he film and wenl on 10 reword his argu-
They do not reflect the views of The Hilltop Editori-
al Board. 
!w omen in Howard Politics 
!Brittany Cooper 
I 
• I have never· called myself a fcminis1. For years, I I though! of ran1ing, raving, rich while women who I wanled 10 burn their bras and ac1 like men. The fcmi-
1 nisl struggle in America didn'1 seem 10 define the 
1 hardworking, inspiring black women in my own family 
• and in !he world 1ha1 have shaped my life. II was 1hesc 
: women who !aught me 1he value of hard work, of fami-
ly, of having in1egri1y allhough ii is rarely popular; my 
mother instilled in me lhe value -necessi1y even-of 
having my own opinion, my own checkbook, and my 
, own goals. My four1h grade 1eacher, one of only 1hree 
I 1 black 1eachers I ever had. exhorled me 10 "challenge, 
1 challenge, challenge." My father in his absence I demons1ra1ed the importance of having an independen1 
1 mind and absolule confidence in my ability to make ii 
1 in lhe world. wi1h !he grace of God, 1ha1 is. 
1 Along wi1h all 1he value;, confidence, morals, and i intcgri1y, I was cursed wi1h a desire to help people and 
I compelled 10 express lhis desire wilh pas~ion always. 
' Somewhere along 1he way. I mis1akenly though! thal 
, Howard s1uden1 poli1ics w~s 1he way 10 go. Having 
; patticipated in student government, run in a major 
1 campus elec1ion, and managed and advised 1wo or 
11hree 01her campaigns in my 1enure here, I have I no1iced something dis1urbing in Howard poli1ics 1ha1 
goes beyond the mere blovialing 1ha1 characlerizes 
mos1 campaigns. During my campaign I was told Ihm I 
should change my jeans-loving, non-makeup wearing, 
selec1ively smili ng self 10 appease traditional views on 
how I should dress. I was 10 wear suils, mascara, lip-
s1ick, and s1ud earrings everyday. And when I suggesl-
ed lhat such ideM were comemp1ible. thal ii was my 
passion and knowledge concerning 1he posilion, not 10 
mcn1ion my actual abili1y 10 lead, 1hat shou ld mauer, I 
was me1 repea1edly with 1he response: You have 10 play 
1hc game and dress the parl 10 win. 
Tha1's 1hc damn problem. There is 100 much per-
forming of roles and parls going on around here with 
no1 enough ac1ual inlelligence, experience, know-how, 
and dedica1ion to get 1hings done. I was also 1old that I 
should smile a 101, because I didn'1 look friendly 
enough, and I was 1old 1ha1 my campaign was 100 
in1ellec1ual. my speaking style 100 aggressive and con-
fron1a1ional for 1he masses. Now. some of 1hese exam-
ples renec1 general problem, with aui1udes and semi-
menlS of Howard s1udcn1s, s1udenl leaders included. 
Bui 01hcrs are imegrally rela1cd to 1he fact 1ha1 I am a 
woman. 
I was never mean1 10 be docile. quiel, appeasing, or 
non-confroma1ional. Nei1her was Marlin Luther King 
or Malcolm X or Vernon Johns or Sojourner Trulh or 
Harrie! Tubman. Don'1 gel me wrong ... I am far from 
1he ranks of 1h'eir greainess, bu1 I am inspired by 1heir 
struggle 10 lead. 
Repea1edly during my elec1ion season and during 
this currem one in which I serve as a campaign manag-
er, I have been 1old lhat my supposed aggression 1urns 
people off and my emolion is absem of any cognitive 
inlerplay. When a man voices passion for an issue, ii is 
jusl thal-passion. When I gel loud (a natural reaction 
1hat demonstrales my depth of feeling for an issue), 
1hen I am aggressive, unladylike, and overly emo1ional. 
Often people criticize me. arguing 1ha1 my emo1ion 
gets 100 caughl up in whal I am saying. However, 
unlike men (allow me to s1ereo1ype for effec1, here). 
women do not have one-1rack minds. h is actually pos-
sible for us 10 express emo1ion in spi1e of, or incredibly. 
as a resuh of a complica1ed, calcula1ed thought 
process. 
In 1his mnle-domina1ed soeie1y, women s1ill have 10 
wear !he clothing of eilher the whore or 1he bi1ch in 
order 10 go 1oe-to-toe wi1h a man. I expec1 ii once I 
leave these hallowed ga1es. Bui I 1hough1 1ha1 on 1his 
campus, !here would be bo1h men and women who 
were extremely cau1ious of forcing any group of peo-
ple imo defending themselves based on biological dif-
ference. Being black and being a Bison mean1 for me 
!hat here I was a studen1 first, nol a black s1udent firs1. 
Now, sadly I understand, tha1 10 be a leader here. firs1 
and foremost, I am a female leader, and in order to lead 
in addi1ion 10 every other sacrifice one must make in 
1he effon of service, Howard women mus1 also add 10 
1ha1 lis1, ques1ions of our femininily, sc.xuali1y, dress, 
home training, and in1ellec1-
For 1hosc who think I'm exaggcra1ing, I say examine 
yourselves and your own sen1imen1 aboul women; ask 
1he female candida1es who are running this year-
many will confirm wha1 I have said. Those who don'I, 
probably fi1 !he s1ereo1ype outwardly. 
For 1hose who 1hink I'm biller, your attilude demon-
s1ra1es 1ha1 1he mind of a uue leader is a rare commod-
i1y a1 Howard these days, because ii is no1 bit1erness 
1ha1 dri ves 1his commenlary. Only true leaders will 
know from whence !his comes. And for !hose who 
1hink I'm complaining, you'rejus1 fooling yourselves. 
II is a sad, sad day 10 come 10 the realization as many 
pas1 "leaders" have done here al Howard, lhal all ii 
1akes is a preuy face, a perfec1 affiliation, and some 
beguiling, emp1y words 10 win an election. II is a dou-
bly sad day for women. 
-------------- --- - --- --. 
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4. ... ~ .r!.".l!.~• & 4pm, HO\\' A.RD \ s. Dela.ware State @ -==--=-...:::; 
~-6 
· game determines 2nd place in the L\JEAC!! 
lfowartl .\ 11tle11l!i' with Cflp'ilo11eCarfl'i ,nay pick up FREE tickets 
jrn,tt I I""' to 6p1n 011 Friday ONI. Y flt Blackhur11. 
NO STU DE/\ 1 TICKETS DISTRIBUTED flt the 7 t1111e. 
CONGRAl'l LATIONS ·ro: 
I Al), BISON & BIS N und Couching Stuffs for BJC; \\ ins over NorfoJk Stntc & I lnrnpton 
TIIA. KS to nil funs, Bund, ()o 1-'n Lu, Bisoncttcs, Cheerleaders nnd Sect. 8!! 
-~ ...... ----"""""!"-~ I.JOOK '1"'0lt lN1;0 ON :\1hAC TOl R ~!\IF... T INFORMA1'ION: 
Ill S 'I ltJJ> 'f() 1'hc Lad) Bison " 'ill pluy on \Vcdncsdny, March 6 at Noon. 
'l"I 111: ~fEAC! ! 'l'hc Bison \\ ill piny on \Vedncsdny nt 8p1n, if we bcut Dclnwnrc Stntc ton1orro"'·: 
othcr,~ise the Bison ,viii piny on 1'hursduy, ~lurch 7 nt 2:30prn. 
RIC UM()NO COLISE 1\1 1'1C KE1~S urc S.1 l per session on Wed & Thurs, $ 12.50 per session on Fri., nnd 
$2~ for Flt 'ALS on Suturdny. ~1ARCl1 9, All pnirings ,~ill he nnnounced on Sundny. Check ~cncsports.co1n 
FIRST HOME GAM !! 
vs. Towson State 
SA 1~., MAR. 2, I :00PM @ JOE CANNON ST ADI UM 
Directions: llnltin1ore-\\'ushington Purkwuy north, tnlui exit for ltoute 100 (to,Yurds Glen 
Hurnic), then tul\C first exit to.Dorsey Ro:1d. 1'ukc first left nnd follow· rond to the stnditun. 
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a lJ.i\'1.13.C., Mar. 5, & @ An1crican U. Mar. 8 
FIRST HOM MATCH!! 
"vs. Marist College, T01\r10R'RO\\ , Ma1-. 2, 11AM 
@ GREENlt STAI>JUM 
COME SER THE ONLY LACROSSE TEAM AT A llBCU! 
CONGRATULATIONS TO TRACK AND FIELD @ MEAC ClIAMPIONSHIPS: 
2nd - 'friplc ,Jun1p - 1'ilitn l .uttcrloh 
6th - Mile Run - Kry tol Perkins 
4th - 55 i\.1 l lurulcs - Dn\.itl <)fiver 
4th - 4. ' 400 l{cln) - .Jcrenl) llurcly 
Lonee Gross 
Tuj ,\lvnrnngu 
Vushon I· lood-l{11v 
• 
BES1' \VISllES TO: 
5th - 400 l\'lcters - 1 .. nj ,\h 1u·nngn 
6th • 55i\1 llurdtcs - 1 icholas \Vright 
@ llampton U •• Mar. 1 & 2 
FIRST EVEll l'.IOME VARSITY SOFTBALL GAME •.... COMING SAT •• MAI{. 19 
Dhi ion of Student \ffait s Matich 2-002 
I 
i 
See who:S rhis weeks VIP. 
D::grees 
cf 
S:p;a:aticn 
Aaliyah it ,till Mott than a \\'om:an ~1th an 
album in the "ork.\ 
Well. it seems a, if Tuesday's issue was the talk of Howard, but this Friday's issue of ,i~ degrees will 
be the talk of lhe town. We haw some com-
edy and some more baby mama drama. This 
week six degrees takes it to lhe bed :ind rais-
es the dead. So lets as Pink say,, '·Get this 
Party Started!" First things first. our favorite 
ex-bad girl has some more plans in store. 
Faith Evans plans to expose herself in 
Harlem on March 30'h, and I am not talking 
about on a street corner. After nearly a 
month of V-Day events (lhe global campaign 
to end violence against women and girls) she 
is headed to Harlem. Faith Evans and Amel 
Larrieux will be on hand at the Apollo The-
atre on March 30 to perform "The Vagina 
Monologues" along witl1 Naomi Campbel), 
Rosario Dawson and V-Day founder and 
playwright Eve Eosler ... S,nce we men-
tioned Philly nco soul artist Amel Larrieux. 
it seem, like another Philly neo soul artist is 
making by the name of :\-lusiq Soulchild or 
should we just ,ay Musiq. '.'vlu,iq ho, decid• 
cd to drop the Soulchild and wants to be 
called just Musiq. He said, "I did that for a 
lot of reasons. I need for people to focu, on 
Musiq, the artist. first. And allow me to be 
just that - an artist. When I feel as though I'm 
personifying lhe Soulchild-ism of it. I'll bring 
it back out." Oh isn't that just so inspira-
tional. .. With lhat said it looks like label mate 
Ja Rule has had some inspiration himself 
The rapper has already declared the release 
date of his next album. 'The Last Tempta-
tion." Ruic will drop "Thmptation" on 
November 2611'. Now that's murde1 And it 
looks like Michael Jackson's career ma1·bc 
just !hat-murdered. Well it looks like 0 thc 
performer who skipped out on the Grammy 
Awards is loosing some of his spark. The 
entertainer. whose "ln\'mcible" has been 
dropping on the charts and collecting dust on 
the shelves of record ;tores. seems to be hav-
ing label problems with Epic. He is actual-
ly looking into starting hi, own label and is 
talking to other ,mall labels to iet him out of 
his deal. .. Speaking of fallen stars. Aaliyah 
who played the closest thing to Satan 111 
"Queen of the Damned" kicked "" lhis past 
weekend at the box office. But don't ,Jeep on 
our fallen angel. she will grace us again on 
something else. She will not make a cameo 
in the Matrix. but her Blackground label will 
release her sweet voice once again in a trib-
ute album scheduled to drop on August 2Q•h 
of this year. Work on the project i, under tight 
lips but you know I will keep you 
informed ... Well it looks like the two men that 
were in Aaliyah's life both are having prob-
lems. In the R. KelJy camp. it seems that 
Aaliyah"s former husband has a new mean-
ing to "Down Low,'' He might have made a 
typo and meant to say do\\n load. )cs the sex 
tape is here and you can see R. Kelly get 
physical on the Internet. The alleged sex tape 
has also surfaced on the bootleg scene with 
the 27- minute tape taking a price of $20 a 
pop. Well all I can say is you hn\'e to sec 
it. .. Also Aaliyah's pcospeetivc hu;band is 
having his own baby mama drama now. Yes 
Mr. ROC himself Damon Dash is having a 
heated custody battle over his 10 year-old son. 
Linda Williams. Damon's ex-girl, has start-
ed what is turning to be a crazy battle. 
Williams has accused Oa,h of beating her. 
including a police report. which showed her 
head swelling. But Dame secs it another way 
with stnting he is "deathly afraid of her." So 
who is the cr,12;y one in this relationship? You 
be the judge .. . Okay, well on the lighter side 
there are some who will revel to this. Christi• 
no Aguilera who has ju,t got out of a long-
time re lationship with her background 
dancer/boyfriend is all ready for her June 
release of her sophomore album. The album 
titled "Who 1 Am'' has teamed her up with 
Rockwilder and Glenn Ballard causing her 
to grow up fast, and it will have more ,oul. 
R&B, and hip hop inspirations ... Since we are 
on the topic of new album,. it looks like if you 
are waiting for a new album from Dr. Dre. 
don't hold your breath. Dre isn't planning on 
dropping his album until 2003. And Dre also 
said he will MOP doing outside producing for 
about 2 years so he can focus on his project; 
including fihn . .. As we talk about lhe rap 
game as it meets filn;i, your big lipped ban-
dit LL Cool J plans to give the ladies some• 
thing they want on his next album. The big 
dog will be working with 112 and Tweet on 
the project. So Aali)'ah is still lilling them, 
Damon Dash is in a cat-fight, while R Kelly 
is making his porn star debut online. Oamn 
this was a week like no other. But hey. I got 
to go because a little bird just whispered in 
my car and this is something so hot I might 
have to go in hiding. So if you don't hear from 
me, you know what happened. or you just 
didn't get the connection. 
• 
& Style 
'Full Moon' Set to Eclipse Music World 
By .Jonatlum C. Sim~ 
Life and Style Editor 
The \bdict: A -
friends on •Ft,[( Moon' but it's apparent. tl1a1·s 
the only lhing old on McxN1. Witl1 a new vision, 
Brandy ha., swpassecl henfay,, as a teen gills 
breakupcoun,,;cloron 'Moo,,'. 
Jar to her sni-'lSh hit 'What About Us'. Brandy that some will qu,,.'<tion is: W.is lhis a missing 
8iVt!S her man the cold should,.,.,. bcc:tuse of h,s tm::k from Aaliw,h. But her ad,ptation is flaw-
r.:gloctful beh.wior and lies. Jes.\ and no one could probably cop Aaliyah's 
The album 1mlike her prc,fou, stvl.i better (who she tributes on this album). 
The girl that just wanted 10 be 
down wants would 
h.1,e to 
com: 
from 
her up 
beat 
work, ~ially N,wr He,· ,ocal r:lJl!?e remains passi\'e tor the most 
SayNew•r prut.bt.non ·Nooung'-.heunlea;hesthegi:int 
that -J.: ha.< tamed. Singing b!'eathlessly Brandy 
"UnclY the full 1110011, life is all ad,,:ntwe'', 
says Sigurd Olson in the Singing Wilderness. 
This pliral>C i; true to Brund)' and her tliinl 
alburi1 Aili Moo,1. Coming full circle 
Brand)I the once teen prircess has 
e,nc,)le<l within a musical e-.olu-
tion tfot Druwin couldn't C\'en fath-
om. 
Since the last time we 
remembered Brand:,1 shc was sitting 
on top of the world The singer h."\S a 
new reason to be on her earthly throne. 
She matured by gailling a husband and a 
baby due in June. The girl th.'11 was 
turried down ror roles because she 
was llOI th.1t pc'Cll)I has now 
turned the tables on an 
indusby d1at some-
omes rorgets 
about the 
smnoe. 
Ancmo-
.onal J:,af~ 
singerto 
immer.;e her.,clf 
in. 'Moon' is an 
exceptional pioce of 
art and technical nu,,-
tery. Unlikeherprcvi-
ous wooo, Brandy 
exemplifies realness rather 
d-.w populvi{)( She sheds 
skin on this album and the end prodoo is a raw 
re\'elation of her personal ttials. 
learning up with super pcoducer Rod-
ney Jerkins. Brandy h."\S snick with some old 
more and is 
evident on 
her song 
'Like 
This' 
where 
Brandy 
sings " If we 
gonna start touchilis 
each olhcr we goin' to do It 
like d1is, ru tell you where to kiss." 
llic cli"a mkes control and gi,<es 
ditection to her lo\t.-r of what she 
wants. She llOI only took con-
trol O\er her 10\cr. but the 
entirely of Full Mo<J11 project. 
Brandy produces and 
"'lites mo& of the oock on 
die album. 
Brandy ni.1y gi,\l ordci-s but 
also is willing to take ordm. On 
l\11 in Me' one of the albums inspira-
tio,i-,1 cuts she stateS to her lo\,::r 'when you 
lhink of nic baby you can see new lire through 
me." She lends a hand to the one six: lo\,:s and 
is willing to stay "ailing fix her n-.w to need her 
aid 
Though Brandy'; sweet ~me lltlff lyrics in 
,\II in Me' may~ a lo\>e fol fed setting tor-
the album. six: has a sour side tO. On ·1 
Thought' Brandy asks ·you cL'limed you 10\ro 
nic." and answers her own question,, wid1 "no 
you clidn·t." An edgier song on the album simi-
sin-
~;';;~ titles like. 
'It's f-icx Wonh It', 'C111 We. and )\part' , she makes it clear 
that love is llOI :ill roses and teddy bean,. 
·Moon' which is a chronicle of the 
singer's journey dll'Ollgh lilc and lo\e. 
mirrors the stories of her listeners. 
Rlr the girl th.'11 is about to brc3k 
up with her boyfriend. she may 
find soL'ICe in )\part'. '')bu 
always ha,e something to sa)I 
you're alw:1ys complaining 
when things do no1 go your 
W3)( she sings. Mruiy \\'()lllCO 
can refate to this song and some gu)'s 
just ha,e to change this to a girl and theen<l 
of the relationship is clc,.-ir. 
On ·cw We' -.he plead, t0 her m.w to stay and 
work 11 out. But it looks a,, if by the end of the 
song th.11 her Jll3ll has already walked out the 
door as Brandy's range drops clrasticall>t 
Though this 1s a mortal sin to do. any li,tcncr 
can tell the influence of Aaliyah 011 Brandy a.s 
her siylc show; up on the bouncy i\nybody ·. 
While Brandy jumps her ,Qioe. the first thing 
s.:en-.; to put no eflon m singing lhis song but 
as,!., hits the rod-libs and bridge, it is 
there }OO sec her let the giant out 
The true masterpiece of the album 
however\'ooold hmc to be 'l.,o\,:: 
V.buldn"t Count Me Out'. The song is 
reminiscent of a wicked twist of'Jlunia 
and Toni BmxtOO. Her ,ocal range on dlis 
song is am.'IZU!g and the symphony makes 
the words poe!JC. 
Bmndy also enll\l> the help from her 
brother Ray J. on n CO\t.Y of PM Dawn's 
·Die Without You'. Sredoes a great C01ttof 
the song but her brotlx...-may want to wait 
more lhan a minute because he does an 
.1\=ll" iob on it 
tlrandy was rhe same girl 
d-.'11 taught us to ·Ne-.er 
S.1y Nc\'er'. She 
was a hit 
bclbre 
whether 
it was on 
TVoron 
the air-
wa,,:s. With 
her new 
album drop-
• Tuesd.'.i 
~~st1tJ 
mu,ic industry 
better be read)· 
because she l.,s 
C\oilro on Moo,, to 
direct the furure of 
mu,ic a.s the Norlh Star. Albums like M00t2 
d<.xit come around th.11 ofien. u,uatly only once 
in a blue moon. 
Grammy Awards a Loss for Some 
By J ozen Cummings 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
When the nominations were announced 
back in late January, music fans everywhere 
were in shock after finding out the somewhat 
popular India.Aire had received more nods 
than Alicin Key; who had tnken the world 
by storm with her debut S011gs in A Minor. 
But as the 44 annual Grammy awards 
revealed, things aren't always what they 
seem. 
Alicia Keys almost came out of the awards 
with an almo,1 perfect record a, ,he took 
St, 't1\ not o lucky n\lmber ror lndi11.Arle, the bing.er 
\\ho h,1d mott nomination, lhnn Alicia ktlS w~1lkt..'<l 
hom, with nothing_. 
home five out of the six categories she was 
nominated for. The young R&B 
singer/pianist won more awards than any 
other artists taking away the awards for Be,t 
Female R&B Vocal Performance. Best R&B 
Song, Best R&B Album. Best New Arist. 
and Song of the Year. 
India.Aire on the other hand, left the 
awards empty handed. Wh,le the lover of 
brown skin certainly held her own during her 
performance of her hit song "Video." her 
dbappoinung standing in lhe win category 
was a surprising one when considering the 
fact that she h,1d 7 nomination;. 
In an even more shocking turn of events. 
both Alicia Keys and India.Aire were beat-
en out for the Album of the Year award by 
the "O Brother, Where Art Thou?" sound-
track. The soundtrack ended up taking 
home the most awards with 6. 
Usher ended up on the winning side of the 
tnble, as he picked up his first ever Grammy 
for ·•u Remind Me" from his latest album 
8701 in the Best R&B Male Vocal Perfor-
mnnce. 
Atlanta's unofficial mayors Andre 3000 
and Big Boi ofOutkast also did they're fair 
share of winning. With fiw nominations, 
Outkast SCOl'ed an award for Best Rap Per-
formance by a Duo or Group with "Ms. 
Jackson" from Sta11km1ia, which in turn 
won in the category of Best Rap Album. 
beating out even fay Z's The Bl11epri111. 
Mbsy Elliot took home ;1n award for Best 
Rap Solo Performance for "Get Ur Freak 
On" and the first lady of Ruff Ryder's Eve, 
and the only lady of Ska/Rock group No 
Doubt Gwen Stefani. were crowned queens 
in the Best Rap/Sung Collaboration catego-
ry with "Let Me Blow Ya' Mind." 
The group everyone love's to hate, Des-
tiny ·s Child. found another reason to laugh 
in the face of adversity as lhey tool. home 
the award for Best R&B Performance by a 
Duo or Group With Vocals. gi..,ing them 
they're second Grammy after last year\ wrn 
for "Say My Name.'' 
The always beautiful and forever loveable 
Sade recci"ed her Just due after comin .. 
away with her third career Grammy for Best 
Pop Vocal Album for her album lm·er's 
Rod. The beautiful diva pre\'ailed in ,ome 
heavy company. as she was pitted against 
Nelly Furtado. Janet Jackson, N'Sync. and 
Elton John. 
The 44 annual Grammy Awards also 
offered a vast array of performance,. Outka.,t 
had the crowd jumping with a show stopping 
performance of "Ms. Jackson". TI1e dynam-
ic duo had a stnge setup thnt included a pl:,y-
ground where little kids played double 
dutch, a little kid dancing by himsell in the 
middle of the ,tage. and a processional 
rolling through the audience with tam• 
bourines. 
Alicia Keys. came in typical fashion by 
beginning her performnnce of lhe hit single 
"Fallin'' and going into the remix of "A 
Woman's Worrh." Unfortunately Ms. Keys 
foray into cho!'cographed dance moves along 
with the "A Woman's Worth" made her look 
awkward and out of place alongside her fel-
low dancers. 
The first lad)' of hip-hop soul. Mary J. 
Bhge held down her end of the performances 
for the evening. As Mary began "No More 
Drama" with her ,ubtlc and edgy vocals, 1he 
song gained momentum and ended with 
Mary singing to the point of tenr, and 
tantrums. 
The evening ended on an uplifting and sur-
prising no1e. R&B heavyweights Brian 
McKnight and Re,, Al Green. teamed up 
with Go,pd i:iant, Bebe & Cece Winans 
and He1ekiah Walke f. a medley of uplill-
in!( GOlipcl sons, 
t\lida Kl·)~ li('d l.aur~ n llill", ,trt:U Gromm) 
acrompli,hmC'nl. 
To Lease Or To Buy: The Options 
By Johndell Hill 
Contributing Writer 
You know the car with the surround sound, 
fish tank in the radio display. candy paint, 
and extm shiny "duce-deuces" that still roll 
when you at the light. The same car with the 
tinted windows you tried to sec through to 
see who was driving it. Though it was not a 
rental, chances are it was LEASED! 
However, leasing is not the nasty rumor that 
is made out to be. Leasing is an agreement. 
usually lasting two to five years. allowing the 
lessee to drive a car for the term of the lease, 
but the lessee DOES NOT OWN THE CAR 
and at the end of the term the lessee must 
return the car. This is the part that makes 
many people quiver. "You mean you don't 
own this car.'' Some think it's a glamorized 
rental of sorts. 
Now pose the same question. How do you 
feel about a lease on an apartrnent? ls it some 
sort of glamorized home? Do you bring 
friends over and let them marvel at it bath-
room or basement? Why so many stereo-
types about leasers'? 
Leasing a car. like buying a car is an 
informed decision. The decision of leasing 
does entail how much ownership means to 
you. It also entails how many miles you 
anticipate driving each year, the estimated 
duration of time you plan on keeping your 
vehicle. How you maintain you vehicle and 
how much extra money )'OU have monthly. 
''There is advantages to booth." said Tobias 
Trapp, sophomore. ps)'chology major. 
If you plan on driving your car to Freaknik 
in Atlanta. Mardi Gras in Louisiana and the 
Kappa Beach Party in Texas. Leasing a car 
is not for you. Leasers can usually dri\'e 
between 12.000 and 15.000 mile a year. 
If you drive more than n certain amount if 
miles you are fined during the end-of-lease 
costs. One of the end-of- lease costS is the 
deposition fee. The deposition fee is charged 
when an asset declines in value over time. 
A car is an as;et lhat depreciates as soon as 
you pull it off the lot. 
Most automobiles depreciate ;teeply over 
their first few years. Miles on a car is the key 
factor in a lease agreement bec.1use as a car's 
miles increa<;e the car depreciates. If a car 
is leased. the majority of the payment goe, 
toward depreciation cost. 
So if you only plan on driving around DC, 
possibly Maryland and the thought of owner 
ship is small to you, leasing is a good option. 
Otherwise researchers recommend buying. 
Buying is also recommended when you 
plnn on keeping your vehicle for a long 
time. "Buying is better because I need to feel 
like J' m working towards owning some• 
thing," said Brady Murphy, a junior at Mor• 
gan Stale College. If you plan on keeping 
you vehicle for over fi,'C years then leasing 
is not recommended b)' the researchers. 
What is best for the Howard student'? 
Andre Pannell. a sales and leasing consul• 
tant for Toyota says" buying a car is best. if 
you lease a vehicle there are a lot of hidden 
cost they don't tell )'Ou about until you bring 
the car back off the lease." 
Hidden charge, in a lease can be anything 
from tire damage. scratches and miles over 
the limit. "Whatever the car needs when you 
bring it back you ha,c to pay for." said Pan-
nell. 
·n1ese charges can be very costly and out 
oflhe range for the average college student. 
"If you are a college ,tudcnt }llU can find a 
cheap dependable vehicle and the vehicle is 
yours. but at the end of a lease you have 
nothing." said Pannell. 
For more i1,Jormntio11 011 whether or 1101 you 
would like to /ea,c nr ow11 a car please con• 
tact A11dre ft11111ell at ( 301) 922-9609. 
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Diesel Puts Their Peddle to the Metal 
• • 
• 
,-. 
Blackalicious Take a Shot With 'Broken Arrow' 
By Jozen Cummings 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
For some artists. the need to create something different 
is overshadowed by their need 10 create somcLhing prof-
itable. Often times, profitable music translates into uno-
riginal and redundant music. Then, in an auempt to break 
time. Gab fell into personal 1urmoil and Xcel was also 
going through hb period of musical puberty as he was in 
the midst of a profound creative growth. 
Prior to the rele:ise of Nia. Blackalicious once again took 
the EP route by releasing 1999's A2G. a six track hip-hop 
opus. which included the original verbal masterpiece 
.. Alphabet Aerobics." The song is more than the title 
impl ies. Beginning 
the eardrum of the nor-
mal music consumer, an 
artist creates something 
new and original. These 
artists arc lurking in the 
shadows, choosing to go 
left when the rest of the 
world is going right. To 
these artists the conven• 
tional route is rehabili • 
tntion for their addiction 
10 originality. An addic-
tion the artist does not 
want to let go of. 
r.--------------==------, from the leller .. A .. Gab 
Bay area hip-hop 
artists Blackalicious are 
a group of addicts them-
selves. With a career that 
has had the longevity 
some artists can on ly 
dream of, Blackalicious 
(made up of producer 
Chief Xcel and lyricist 
The Gift of Gab) are two 
artists who have com-
mitLed themselves to the 
underground light. The 
dynamic twosome has 
earned their respect / 
throu gh the maxim 
"quality of quantity.'· 
takes words 1ha1 begin 
with each lener of the 
alphabet and scams the 
words together as 
Xcel's head rocking 
beat grow, faster and 
faster, until they finally 
land at the letter .. Z ... 
Finally. in the early 
part of the year 2000. 
Blackalicious released 
Nia. The release 
brought Blackalicious 
even more acc)alm, as 
Bj)lbonrd Mai'azine 
called the crew .. the 
Bay Area ·s most 
important new hip-hop 
group." Nia. which 
means ·•purpose" in 
Swahili , certainly held 
more meaning after the 
release of the album. 
which was almost four 
years in the making. 
Now, after selling a 
hundred thousand 
copies of Nia and A2G 
on the independent 
Quannum label, the 
group signed with When looking at their 
recording career the 
mantra they preach can 
be seen immediately. 
L ___ J._.:::'---''--'--J...._ _ _:::::::::::=.=~ MCA in 2000 and is set 
10 release their major 
Blossoming from a 
friendship that started 
label debut Blazing 
Arrow sometime in mid• 
By Tiffany Reynolds 
Contributing Writer 
"I don't have a pair. but I do want those funky, differ-
ent shoe, by Diesel .. . Those ,hoes take the idea of being 
comfortahlc with appeal," said Theresa Randall. 26 of 
Rockville, Maryland. Randall was being one of the hun-
dreds who crowded the area of Georgetown. some which 
happen 10 wear the fancy footwear by Diesel. 
And what do you know? There happens to be a Diesel 
store located in the very area Theresa and I were in. Local• 
ed I 249 Wisconsin Avenue, across from Armani 
Exchange, they have openL-<l up shop for the fashion• 
breaking label. 
.. Though we arc in a class of our,elves, Urban Ou1fi1-
1ers seems 10 be our identical store, where we basically 
share both of our customers." said 'fyler. Manager of 
Diesel in Georgetown after being :isked about any com• 
pelllive stores ... We both have a nice quality. especially 
in denim." De,pite the many big-name stores tmd design• 
er,, this label has definitely made a huge establishment. 
..We are here 10 help people look good ... Bring an urban 
trend 10 the DC conservative fashion appeal." Tyler said. 
The female layout consisted of vintage jean jackels that 
\\Cre slim with non-symmetrical zippers with pastel high• 
lights with matchingjean pants. Tropical leather belts with 
hot pink palm u-ees along the left hipbone. Business like 
jean-jackets which sorne had a nower clip on the collar. 
Enticing bodysuits wilh deep and wide to show torso and 
cleavage. p<!rfect for the lo" rise jean look. Lc.ither rc:<I 
bomber jackets with plain mock-bullon collar are a hot 
trend. 
Featured summer apparel includes a halter jean-cot• 
ton dress with a !)imilar Y~ut as unitard with ~tring aero!>!) 
the chest and accented rrd outlines. Tiny shorts were blaz-
ing within faded jean with pink trimming. 
Jeans continue to take the ,potlight. in a one-piece 
jumpsuit with ton.: and cut sleeves. Flat front l.hakis that 
were rather lengthy reaching the knee on the female 
model. complimented the fomale contour with a loose lit. 
Wide-neck conon 3-quarter length ,lccve shirt filled 
tight around the biceps for shoulder look. 
The hippie revolution has not left Diesel's apparel. The 
spring line-up is also inclusive of thin shirts with elastic 
bands trimming sleeves and align the torso. this gives the 
shirt a puffy. baggy look sort of a 70s revitalization. Bar-
rens frequently appear on the models of the 2002 spring 
line-up as well as cabbage-trimmed spray painted tank, 
"ith hipster pants ... Our new hip,tcr pant, •·su-ipp .. jean, 
which are one of the lowest cue jean for the lady on Diesel 
is our most ant.ieipated item for spring;· said Tyler. pro-
moting for 2002 exposure. 
back in high school, Blackalicious recorded their first 
album Melodica in 1994. The album was released on the 
independent SoleSides label. to underground acclaim, and 
was fundamental in spearheading the Bay- Area under-
ground hip-hop scene. A certain amount of mystery was 
essential to the career of Blackalicious, which is why 
Melodica was released as an EP only. Two years later, in 
1996, Blacknlicious began recording their full-length 
album Nia. 
Unfortunately, while in the process of recording Nia 
Blackalicious and the SQleSides crew came to a crossroads. 
SoleSides folded and was reborn as Quannum. At the same 
spring. The album will feature guest appearances from a 
star-studded list of peers including: former Rage Against 
the Machine front man Zach De La Rocha. ?uestlovc of 
The Roots, legendary musical genius Gil Scot-Heron. and 
many more. 
Having risen from the trenches of their Bay-Area home, 
Blackalicious should get the exposure they deserve with 
the release of Broken Arrow. With Broken Arrows long 
list of credible guest stars, combined with the resurgence 
of the neo-soul movement Blackalicious has definitely 
found the straw that wi II break the underground camel's 
back. 
The male, pairs up with the female. also with the vin-
tage jean look with pastel highlights with slacks that have 
Oat front in a,·my green and khakis. and shorts with pin-
Mripes. The main theme was bright. using color<; such as 
pink and baby blue. 
Le:11her jackets in pastel pink with pink-plaid long-
sleeve shirts are hot for ,pring. The rodeo-retro look. 
bulky bclr, and shoulder patches on the leather jackets are 
also include in the male spring line-up. 
NWT Holds Casting Call 
By Alysha Cobb 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
are doing in Lhe industry. "It's not about self recognition 
or just uplifting NWT," said Braxton.•· It's about gelling 
everyone involved. We can't do it alone and if one of us 
You saw them in Jasmine's for "5 Minute Fridays" and rise,. then we all rise." 
you have heard their album ·•5 Minutes of Fame." Now. While "It's Nothing .. is open 10 college students across 
the masterminds of,------------------~ the District. ..HU 
NWT Entertainment Anthem" is going to be 
arc at it again-they are strictly Howard. 
calling all Howard ~-... Directed by Charles 
students to an open ,r.aM■ Capehart. a senior film 
casti ng call for the producti()n major ... HU 
label's first two video Anthem" will feature 
releases. the top Howard emcees 
Thecastingcallswill and all extras will be 
Sweaters that have earth tones like green and stone, tie-
dye sweatshirt\ with an amology sign on the front, 
bleached-denim sleeveless jumpsuit with auaching belt, 
and the deep V-cut cut men's light sweater with kanga-
roo pocket and hood will be seen this ,pring as well. But 
the anticipation for the men', line-up in Georgetown's 
Diesel is the "'ravix jean that is scr.ught leg and nntuge 
deep- color wash." added 1yler. 
As a blonde with shoulder length hair stood in line to 
purchase two pairs of vintage jeans. one stonewash, the 
other dark-denim. Claire Mason, of James Madison Uni-
versity exclaims ... , an, personally a denim lover ... I actu-
ally came here to Ii nd a pair of some Oare hipster jeans 
that might be on ,:,le!" 
The denim in Diesel range, from S100 - $200 ... As sale 
representati,es hen: at Diesel. we are here to cater 10 what 
the individual needs nod nt a price they can afford ... 'fyler 
confirm, . .. There is no one particular shopper or crowd 
of shoppers that usually shop here .. wc deal with a wide 
spectrum of nationalities. so it allows our workers 10 be 
more down-to-earth and nexiblc ... 
Justly, Diesel has a way for int't,rac1ion and exposure 
for the spring 2002 line-up. which is featured at 
www.diesel.com. As Mason stepped out Qf the s10re, I 
realiicd shoppers can find their comfortable nudge with 
a fa,oritc brand. The idea of the producer is to win 1he 
heart of the con,umer. and obviously Mason is one of 
them. · 
Cloe ht, at OineJ of Gt'C>'1,?<' to" n h11u.• htcome run. und unique 
be held on March 7th Howard students. And 
in Blackburn and do not be fooled - this 
everyone is welcome is not a rump shaking, 
School or Business: 
School of Bust es School of Social Work to jump on board. " cork popping, female-
We want to show c.,ploiting venture-It's 
everyone that Howard all about family. 
students are doing big .. We want 10 incorpo-
scale things," said • ..,. rate a real family vibe, .. 
Damien Braxton, a said Capehart. "Noone 
junior film production The N~VT cntertainmcnl group it. planning big 111111-. \lol1h their ftr-.t v,doo 1h;11 \I. ill is going to be turned 
students 
Blackbum Center: 
I . 
.. 
,, 
major. Braxton, also abe ha1,,mg nn Op(il ca-,tingcan down, all )'OU have todo is 
member of Antigravity Productions. is set 10 be the di rec- show up at the casting call 
tor of his first music video 10 .. It's Nothing" a track off next week ... Both videos wi ll be shot at Howard and the 
of .. 5 Minutes of Fame" featuring NWT Recording Artist surrounding area frequented by Howard students. Please 
Shak C and Pizo. don't sleep on the location - Shai got their big break film-
College of Arts & Sciences, School of Education 
College of Phann~cy, Nursing ' 
nd Allted Health Sciences students Hailing form the D.C. area, Braxton is excited ahout ing right hear on Howard's campus. So, practice your 
bringing allention to the positive things that young adults moves, tryout your poses. and perfect your best smile 
because NWT is looking for you. 
This 
vl,eeks 
Trivia • 
Sponsored By: 
·1a 
VACATIONS for 18•35 ,,.,_, old• 
Where Do You Want To Go? 
In which European mountain range do the 
Basques live? 
Email your answer to hu_lifeandstyle@hotmail.com 
Answer it correctly and you will get a great behalf of Life & Style and Contiki Trav-
el! 
* All answers are time monitored by hotmail email. First correct answer is the win-
ner. 
Co,lege of Engineering, 
.lrchltecture1 and Computer 
Scil!nces: 
CEACS students 
Co!lege of Medicine: 
CoUege of fv1edic•ne students 
Colrege of Dantistry students 
• 
+ 
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Controversy Surrounds 
Selection of New Hilltop Edi-
·tor-In-Chief 
From Al 
"We started off the year wi1h high 
expectations, but during the course 
of 1he year she disappointed me and 
the staff through missed deadlines 
and her poor rela1ionship with the 
staff, " Smith said. 
To Smith, 1he Board's decision 
could have been politically motivat• 
ed. 
· ''The board has turned its back on 
choosing quali1y candida1es," said 
Smith. " lns1ead, they begun to focus 
on politics as the preeminent criteria 
over substance and quali1y." 
The professional experience of the 
two candidates gave streng1h 10 the 
cries of the board's critics. Windham 
has held journalism in1ernships for 
The Wall Stree1 Journal, Congres-
sional Quar1erly and The Charlotle 
Observer. Anderson inlerned at the 
Birmingham Post-Herald in 2000. 
Smith, who served on the Hilhop 
policy board from Sep1. 2000 10 
December 200 I, says criteria should 
follow for selec1ing 1he editor. 
"The strength of the candidates' 
proposal, 1heir work history such as 
strong in1ernships and clips and high 
reooinmendations and one's previous 
work history with The Hilhop." · 
The Hilltop Policy Board is the 
governing body of 1he Hilhop. It is 
comprised of the vice-president for 
student affairs, the Hilhop editor-in-
chief, the dean of the school of com• 
munications. 1he direc1or of studen1 
activities. the assistant vice-presidenl 
for communicaiions, the dean of s1u-
den1 life and activities, and studenl 
represen1a1ives from each of the Uni-
versity's schools and colleges. 
"We offer our sincere congra1u la-
1ions 10 Lauren Anderson on her 
selec1ion by The Hilltop Board to 
serve as Editor-in- Chief of the SIU• 
dent newspaper nex1 year," said Inter• 
im Vice-Provos1 for S1udent Affairs. 
Raymond Archer, a member of 1he 
policy board. "University staff will 
be there for suppori and guidance 
helping to ensure meaningful success 
in this tremendous undertaking as 
she advances on the path to leader-
ship for America and the global com-
munity." 
In addition to numerous positive 
recommendations, Anderson has a 
his1ory of being termina1cd. Ander-
son ci1ed in her resume, which she 
submitted to the policy board, that 
she currently serves as the Director 
of Recruitment Suppori for Teach for 
America from October 2000 to pre• 
sent. 
However, according to Anderson's 
former manager Es1her Hahm at 
Teach for America Headquarters in 
New York. Anderson was termina1cd 
in July 200 I from her job. 
"It was a mu1ual understanding 
that Ms. Anderson was 001 a good fi1 
for the position, because she was not 
suiinble 1his affec1ed her perfor-
mance," Hahm said. 
Despi1e the criticism. Anderson 
remains confidenl that she will be 
able to handle the responsibility thal 
accompanies the title. 
"I've worked here [at Chronicles] 
since this summer getting the paper 
off 1he gl'Ound for the first issue Sep-
tember 4, 2001, from layom, to writ-
ing and reporting, and ad-;ertising. I 
am ready for a new challenge," 
Anderson said. "I'm remrning to the 
Hi lltop bringing professionalism and 
quality. Those arc the two tl1ings that 
wi ll make a belier paper," Anderson 
said. 
A number of the members of the 
Hilltop Policy Board also play inte-
gral roles in 1he production of the 
District Chronicles, including Albert 
Fitzpatrick. interim chair of Depart-
menl of Journalism. copy editor and 
College of Arts and Sciences repre-
sentative, Khalfani Walker and pro-
fessor of journalism and advisor Dr. 
Lawrence Kaggwa. 
"Lauren brings to the position a 
more serious and professional 
approach to wriling a student news-
paper. She plans to create 1his level 
of professionalism by meeting dead-
lines and more proofing before pub-
lishing," Kaggwa said. 
Still, current siaffcrs questioned 
the fairness of the selection process . 
"Lauren has a lot of factors work• 
ing against her. Since she last 
worked here, the demands have 
increased and changed drastically 
(with the semiweekly publication). 
With her sining ou1 a semes1cr and 
nol knowing many of the current 
problems we face, she's at a disad-
vantage. " Hilltop Managing Editor 
Jamyc Spiller said. "Unfortunately, 
1hose who fought to back her, will 
be 1hc first no1 10 be there 10 help 
her." 
ig Shot outs go out this week to Kerry Ann, Jennifer, 
oney Bags, Mak, Josef, Jeezy, Scott and Melanie. 
eep up all the hard work my trusty little Wednesday 
arriors. Your brutal initiation is ahnost over. 
Women in Business Conference 
March 3-4, 2002 
w 
Women of Worth 
"Walking Towards Wealth and 
Wisdom" 
Sunday-March 3111 
-Tea 5:00-6:00p 
Keynote Speaker: 
Diane Gordon 
School of Business 
Faculty Lounge 
Monday- March 4th 
-Workshop I 9:00-10: 15a 
Student Entrepreneurship Panel 
-Workshop 210:45-ll:30a 
Forging Your Financial Future 
School of Business 
Room TBA 
B3 
-Porteri 1...-____ ___:.. ___ ________ ___. 
I T R STE I ELP ? • 
E G EG EE? 
GA C R. 
Find out about the Howard University School of Education•s 
Teacher Education Program 
(Curriculum aind Instruction) 
EA~ a Master's Degree In K--t 2 Reading; Help solve 
the Literacy Cns,s! 
EA~ a Master·s Degree in Early Childhood 
Education; Learn hovv to get children "hooked on learning" 
at an early age. as well as to start your own day care! 
EARN a Master•s Degree in Special Education. Learn 
how to teach special learners 
EA~ a Master's Degree in Secondary Education--
With an undergraduate major 1n E nglish, History, Math, 
PE., Science Spanish or French. 
Get a Master's Degree in Elernentary or Early Childhood in one year through the 
5-yea: Teacher Ed. Program with an undergraduate major in English, History, Afro 
Amencan Studies, Math or Human Development 
COME TO OUR OPEN 
Howard University School of Education--Rm 216 
2441 4 th St. N.W. 
March 8, 2002 5p.m. - 7 p.m. ARMOUR J. BLACKBURN UNfVC:RSIT 
E t rt - N R & HOWARD UNIVERSITY 
. n e a,nrnent, etvvorking. e,reshrnents BLACKBURN CENTER 
For n10re information. contact: WASHf~GT D.C. 20~5 
Dr. Mary Hoover at 202-806-6021 or Mryhoover@starpowor.net and ,,.,,A.//?I,. rl,~ 
Dr. Marilyn M. Irving at 202-806-7343 or Mlrving@howard.edu . "Ft/tt"d''-"" £'-Cl 
St.~I VIC::<f' , ..... 'll'"\( ... rr:,,w,1- yo • 1.J-..ly ''-'' UCCllf.>ylr,g tl'\t,..s. pf..-.,..,~t- .. , 
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Lady Bison Defeat Hampton In Overtime 
Gardner Receives Player of the ~ar, Again 
BY CHAUNA BRYAN'r 
Contributing Writer 
An overcrowded Burr Gymnasium stood to applaud 
Andrea Gardner who sank two clutch free throws to seal 
the 84-79 overtime victory against long time rival 
Hampton University Monday night. 
Glowing from head to toe, a jubilant Gardner juinped 
from the Lady Bison home bench to the center or the 
court in no more than three giant leaps, pumping her 
fists and screaming all the way, as it was announced that 
she had won the MEAC Player or the Year for the sec-
ond year in a row. 
"I didn't sleep last night," said Gardner. "Between this 
game and not knowing if l was going to get Player of the 
Year, I couldn't sleep. I woke up at 3:00 am thi~ morn-
ing and I have been up ever since. I was like 'yes it's 
over' now I have to get some sleep. I need to eat. .. " 
Gardner scored 27 points and grabbed 23 rebounds, just 
four shy of her career high 27. which she record~d in a 
game against Stony Brook. Gardner has been a thorn in 
the Lady Pirates' side for three years. as she averages 22 
points and 15 rebounds against the Lady Pirates. 
The Lady Bison snapped the Lady Pirates two game-
winning streak; they needed this ~in to secure third 
place in the conference. Now Hampton will have to beat 
Norfolk State at Norfolk Saturday in order to clinch 
third place. The Lady Pirates have lost to the Lady 
Bison five out of the last six meetings. 
met back in January. Courtney Kirk 
had a huge block and Andrea Gardner 
hit both of her free throws with 23 sec-
onds left. pulling the Lady Bison up by 
three points. 
This time the Lady Pirates shot six 
of eight from the free throw line during 
regulation while six of their 10 over• 
time points also came from the free 
throw line. In overtime the lead 
changed four times and was tied four 
times. The Lady Bison outscored the 
Lady Pirates 5-2 in the last minute and 
a half or over time. 
"It was our first over time game the 
entire season. I told my team 'this is 
good experience for us. Learn what it 
means 10 play at another level. Now it's 
over time, it's ti me 10 go IO another 
level of inlensity' .'' said Lady Bison 
Head Coach Cathy Parson. "J felt that 
we went to another level and J felt like 
they didn't go to another level. They 
(the Lady Pirates) stayed at the same 
level that they played in regulation. 
They fought and gave it all they had, 
but we just had more to give.'' 
After the game. Parson was awarded 
MEAC Women's Coach or the Year 
along with Gardner for Player of the 
Year. Also for the Lady Bison, Fresh-
men Guard Daisha Hicks was voted to 
the AII-MEAC Rookie Tham, Sopho• 
more guard Simone Agee, Junior guard 
Asia Peny, and Junior forward Court• 
ney Kirk were all voted on the All 
MEAC second team. 
I 
Contrary to previous games, the Lady Bison, came out 
strong, and the Lady Pirates met the challenge answer-
ing every basket the Lady Bison put up. The Lady Bison 
had the largest lead of the game in the first half with 
eight points, which Lady Pirate Halis Johnson cut into 
that lead single handedly scoring seven points. Asia 
Petty's three-pointer gave 1he Lady Bison the lead, 38-
37 at the half. 
Lady Pirate guard Lashondra Dixon sent the game 
into overtime by nailing both of her free throws after 
being fouled with only I second left in regulation. Over-
time, however was deja vu of the last time the two teams 
Photo by ~lark Coleman 
'l"o-time ~1E.\C Pln)er or the \ "ear Andren Cordner • .!ihoninp. her ~orinp. form 
a~ ~he dropped 27 point.s, l?rabhing 23 rebounds. 
Bison Prepare to Battle 
Hornets 
BY R\'AN J USTIN Fox 
Contributing Writer 
After an emotional last second 
victory over league-leading 
Hampton, the men's basketball 
team will now shift their atten-
tion to Delaware Siate as the 
Hornets stumble in to Burr 
Gymnasium Saturday for the 
regular season finale with impor-
tant MEAC tournament implica-
tions. 
As of Wednesday, Howard 
(1 1-6 in MEAC) and Delaware 
State ( 11 -6 in MEAC) are tied 
for second place in the M EAC 
standings. This win will deter-
mine who plays when, next week 
during the MEAC Champi-
onships. If the Bison defeat the 
Hornets, they will face the win-
ner of the Coppin State/Morgan 
State game in the first round of 
the MEAC tournament. The 
Morgan State/Coppin State game 
will be played today. Howard 
spli1 its season series against 
Morgan State and crushed Cop-
pin State in the two games they 
met this year. 
Photo by Mari.. Coleman 
Ron \Villinmwn matched his career hiJ!h -11 points 
and had the game n innh1~ shot ~,µ.ains1 I hlmpton on 
{\tonday. 
Saturday's game will be a match-up 
of complete opposites. Howard is get-
ting things done offensively, averaging 
74.6 points per game (second best in 
MEAC). The Bison, however, are allow• 
ing 74.4 points, the 8th worst in the 
league. Del State leads the league in 
defensive scoring, holding its opponents 
to only 62. 1 points per game but the 
Hornets only average 65.3 points on 
offense. 
The Bison will be led by junior Ron 
Williamson, who matched his career 
high, 41 points and hit the game win-
ning shot Monday to defeat the Pirates 
of Hampton. The Bison will also get 
serious contributions frornjunior Kyle 
Williams who was named to the AII-
MEAC Firs1 team, senior Aki Thomas. 
who was named to the AII-MEAC Sec-
ond Tham and senior Darren Kennedy. 
For Kennedy and Thomas, this will be 
their final game in the Burr. Howard 
storms into the game as one of the 
hottest teams in the MEAC as they are 
on a two-game winning streak and the 
winners of four out of its last five 
games. 
Delaware State stumbles their way 
into the Burr hoping to snap a three• 
. game losing streak. 
MEAC Tournament Preview 
March Madn~ss, MEAC 
Style,· Teams Prepare for 
Tournament 
BY AISHA Ct1ANE\' 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
All teams have been waiting for this 
time since the beginning of the seaso,i. 
It's the MEAC Championship and it will 
take place March 4 through the 9. in 
Richmond, VA. It doesn't matter if you're 
the number one seed or the number 11 
seed. Anything can happen during tour-
nament time. Every team will be battling 
for one common goal. .. making ii to the 
NCAA t0urnament. 
The tournament is single elimination; so 
one loss can send a team home. 
The teams that finished in the top five 
during the regular season will have the 
first two days of the tournament off. 
while seeds 6- 11 will start play on Mon• 
day and Tuesday, in 1he Arthur Ashe Cen-
ter in Virginia. 
For the third consecu1ive year. the 
Lady Bison (17-9 overall, 16-1 in the 
MEAC) hold the number one seed, so 
their f,rst game is scheduled for 12 noon 
on Wednesday, March 6. in the Richmond 
Coliseum. They will face off against Lhe 
lowest remaining seed winner from the 
previous games taking place on Monday 
and Tuesday. 
If they win on Wednesday, they won't 
play again until Friday afternoon for the 
semi-finals. The Championship game is 
scheduled for Saturday, Mar. 9 at 12 noon 
in the Richmond Coliseum. 
Led by MEAC Player of the Year, Andrea 
Gardner, the Lady Bison look to repeat 
history by making it to the NCAA tour-
nament for the second year in a row . 
For the Men's basketball 1eam. this is 
unf,uniliar territory. In years pas1, they 
have always been one of the lower seeds 
in the tournament, playing in a Monday 
or Tuesday gan1e in the Arthur Ashe Cen-
ter. This year, however. the situation is 
different. With their 16-11 overall record 
and an 11-6 mark in the MEAC. the 
Bison are looking to finish the regular 
season in the top ft ve. This is the most 
victories for the men's team since the 
1991-92 season in which they finished 
17- 14. 
If the Bison win their final game of the 
season tomorrow against Delaware State, 
they will be the number two seed in the 
10urnament and their first match-up will 
be on Wednesday, March 6, at 8: 15 
against the second lowest seed winner 
from the Monday/Tuesday con1ests. 
They will then have a day off if they 
win and 1heir next game will be on Friday 
evening in 1he semi-finals. The Men's 
Championship game is scheduled for Sat• 
urday. Mar. 9 at 4pm in the Richmond 
Coliseum. 
If the Bison lose to Delaware State 
10morrow, however. instead of playing 
their first game in the tournament on 
Wednesday, they will play Thursday at 
2: 15 against the lhird lowest seed winner 
from 1he Mondny/fuesday match-ups. 
Led by top three leading scorers Kyle 
Williams, Ron Williamson. and Aki 
Thomas, the Bison look to achieve anoth• 
er miles10ne this season of making it to 
the NCAA tournament. 
Venetta Flowers Wins Gold, Makes Winter Olympic History 
First African American Ever To Win Gold During Winter Games 
BY ETHAN ZAGOKF. 
Contributing Writer 
and decided to try the sport by chance. 
An accomplished track and field athlete at the Univer• 
sity of Alabama at Birmingham, Flowers was a seven 
time NCAA All-American where she competed in the 
THE HILLTOP 
• • • And One 
There are More 
Sports here 
Than Basket-
ball 
Camille M. Harvey 
In the past, the column on the right side of this section was called the Two Minute Drill or the Extra Point. However, since I 
have made my comeback during basketball sea-
son, I have decided to call this column and one 
(people who watch and understand basketball 
understand exactly what the term means). 
For those who don't know me or for those who 
have forgotten, my name is Camille Har~ey, 
graduating senior (yeah I know that I said that 
last year, but this time I really mean it) b,oadcast 
journalism major from Oakland. CA. I am an 
avid sports fan, and l am also a )'0ung woman. 
And now I am the Friday Sports Editor for The 
Hilltop. 
As many or you may know, of all of the teams 
that I support on campus, I may be one of the 
biggest men's baske1ball team fans. Fan not 
groupie-there is a difference. Ever since the 
arrival or the 1999 recruiting class, L have always 
had a lot of faith in the men's basketball pro• 
gram. Even after their hellish year during the 
1999-2000 season, I still had failh. As the years 
progressed, the team continued to mature and 
come 10ge1her and now become the successful 
team that beat Hampton on Monday. Now here is 
where I step on some toes. 
Let's talk about the game on Monday. Part of 
me was so overwhelmed with joy to look to my 
left and see virtually every se.1t in the Burr full, 
to hear all of the sounds of a real basketball 
game, 10 see signs for the players and for the 
school. For a second, I thought that I might have 
been at Cole Field House or Cameroon Indoor 
Stadium (at Maryland or Duke University for 
those or you who didn't know). While the victo• 
ry against Hampton was a big one in so many 
ways, it hurts me that that particular moment 
will never be Ji ved again at any other athletic 
event on campus. 
It's funny how everyone seems to show u~ior 
the Howard/ Hampton game in football or bas-
ketball, but not volleyball. It's funny how people 
will put on their Friday night's finest to come to 
a basketball game when you can easily come in a 
Howard tee shirt and some jeans. 
I wish that there would be a tenth of that 
turnout at a swim meet, a lacrosse game or soc-
cer match. Let's try getting tenth of that turnout 
at a women's game. What's going on people? Is 
it so hard to come out and show your peers some 
love as they attempt to excel in the athletic 
arena? You don't even have 10 stny for the whole 
game, but if show your peers some support. you 
have no idea whnt kind of impact that may have 
on them. 
I don't want to place the blame on just the stu-
dent body. The educators and administration 
should also take some responsibly. It seems that I 
only see administration at basketball games, but 
if I am not mistaken there are more than three 
athletic teams on campus. Now there are some 
administrators who peek their head in a swim 
meet or a wreslling match but it always seems to 
be the same one. 
Here's the foul, everyone comes out when they 
think Chey will have an opportunity to mix and 
mingle (flirt) with some people from the other 
school, or even your own school. Why don't we 
all try to have some faith in our team and show 
them the support lhat they may need. Here's my 
final thought-how many people will be at the 
game tomorrow? Oh okay, we' II see. 
a _......... e to 
write for the Spotm 
Friday edition of 
The Hilltop 
Every four years, the Winter Olympics bring nations 
together through the spirit of competition and the ulti-
mate honor of any athlete, a chance to represent his or ner 
country. Throughout time, African-America.ns have made 
history in the more popular Summer Olympic Games 
(also held every four years) with gold medal accomplish-
ments in events such as track and field and the ever-popu-
lar sport of basketball. Both, Jesse Owens winning multi-
ple gold medals in then Nazi Germany and, of course, the 
original Dream Team (basketball) capturing gold in 
Barcelona, resonate as images of success. 
Despite these accomplishments, no African-American 
man or woman had won a gold medal at the Winter 
Olympic Games until this year. Vonetta Flowers, a young 
lady hailing from Birmingham, Alabama, made history 
by winning a gold medal in the women's bobsled compe-
tition. 
Not forecasted to win any medal, nonetheless the gold, 
Vonctta Flowers and her teammate, Driver Jill Bakken, 
brought home the gold medal in the inaugural women's 
bobsled competition. The tnndcm wasn't even USA:s 
favorite event to win a medal in, rather more attention 
was give,110 two other women who also competed in the 
event. Even more amazing is the fact that Flowers began 
bobsledding in October 2000, less than two years ago, 
I 00 and 200-meter dash, the long jump, triple jump and 
relay teams. At the 2000 Olympic trials (competing in 
long jump), Flowers simply saw a flyer about USA bob-
sled team tryouts and decided to look into it. After just 
two weeks of learning how to push a bobsled, Flowers 
was already winning bobsled competitions and from lhere 
she. only became belier. Flowers' achievement has had 
an impact on Howard s1udcn1s. 
"I believe her accomplishment is great because it 
Please See Flowers.BS · 
Photo Courtesy or Google.com 
Ot.ympic Meda) "inner Vooctt.u Flowers 
: 
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Vonetta Flowers Wins Gold, Makes 
Winter Olympic History 
rkansas' Richardson Rips 
edia, Closes Practices 
Fro111B4 
shows that African-American 
women are more than just profes. 
sional women and mothers." said 
junior finance major LaToya 
Larker. '·It shpws versatility and 
the fact that A frican•American 
women are achieving goals in 
everything and can truly strive to 
do anything~• 
The two man/woman bobsled 
event consists of a driver and a 
brakeman. Both teammates push 
the sled reaching speeds of 20 
m.p.h. before they both enter the 
sled and continue down the track. 
Speeds of up to 85 111.p.h. are 
reached as the driver navigaies 
the sled down the track m led with 
twists and turns. Flowers team-
mate, Jill Bakken, an accom-
plished driver was faced with a 
dilemma in December. just 
months before the competition. 
She needed a fast. strong and 
overall athletic brakeman 10 side 
with her in her pursuit of :m 
Olympic medal. She chose Flow-
ers, and the rest was history. . 
"Ifs good when you hear that 
African-American women are 
still achieving •firsts' in sports, 
and it shows continued progress 
for all women in sports," said 
senior advertising major Shan-
non Hollins who also played 
soccer for three years for 
Howard. 
Voneua Flowers has achieved 
a supreme accomplishment for 
any athlete. made history and, at 
the same time. sparked an inter• 
est in African Americans for the 
Winter Olympic games. With 
history made. hopefu lly Flowers 
will try to defend her medal in 
2006. when the Winter Olympics 
return. 
Lady Bison To Battle Lady Hornets 
BY CAMILLE M. H ARVEY 
Sports Editor 
After coming off of a highly emotional game ver-
sus conference rival Hampton. the Lady Bison will 
now focus their attention on linishing their season on 
an upbeat note as they look to beat the Lad)• Hornets 
of Delaware State. 
· The Lady Bison, who are 16-1 in the conference. 
17-9 overall are looking 10 continue their two game 
win streak while the lady Hornets who are 6- 11 in the 
conference, 9-17 overall are looking to end their three 
game losing streak. This will be the first and only 
meeling of these two teams this year. 
Led by MEAC Women·s Coach of 1he Year. 
Cathy Parson and two-time MEAC Player of the 
Year Andrea Gardner, the Lady Bison, who are 
the regular season champions. wil l also look for 
some support from freshman Daisha Hicks, 
Sophomore Simone Agee and Juniors Asia Pe11y 
and Courtney Kirk, all of whom received AII-
MEAC honors. 
The Lady Hornets, who have been struggling 
all year, may have to wish for a miracle 10 defeat 
the Lady Bison, as they have been virtually 
unstoppable this season. 
Looking ahead t0ward the MEAC champi-
onships. the Lady Bi~on will have the first two 
days off and will not play until Wednesday after• 
noon , while the Lady Hornets wil l most ly see 
post season action as soon as Monday. The Lady 
Bison look 10 make another successful sweep of 
the championships on their way to their fifth 
appearrmcc in the NCAA tournament in seven 
years . 
Happy Birthday to my boys Scott and Brak. 
What's the plan for this weekend? Did ya'll see 
money bags hold it down this week? Jeezy what 
happened with the letter? As usual thanks to the 
crew. Several more issues to go. 
-The E.I.C. 
I 
~ y Allen l\lo,;clc) 
\ .1n,, 111. , (U.A1~an~.1\) 
(l \\ IRt) FAYETTJ,;VILLli, 
rrk. - On the verge of pos.ihly 
~
aving his second lo,ing sea,,,., at 
rkansas. Razorhac~ head basket• 
all coach Nolan Richardson finally 
1ay ha\'e hil hi, la,1 nerve. 
In a Mon,tay afternoon new, con• 
ferencc, Richanlson ,rnlded mem• 
bees of the press and staled his 
unnappin,·" 111 the p1ogr.11n this 
year 
"The main thing !hat ts talked 
~bout in our program is tlrnt lhc 
}::rca1c,1 lhing going for the Uni ver-
ity of Arkansa, is Nolan Ricbanl• 
on.'' Richardson said. "'All of the 
k,:y football players talk 10 Nolan j{ ichardson. I have earned the right 
/<> ha,e the kind of ,eason I am hav-
ing:· 
I Richardson. whose only losing. 
~c:bon at Arkansas was hi,._ first in l?85. Ila, been under fir<· ,in,·c the 
,-togs began ~kill.Jing at ;sea,c.~n·:-. 
n,dpoint. especial!)' following 
ome losses. 
But Richardson said he ha, 
hown no indications that he is 
·ady to leal'e. 
.. There are three pcor>le 1ha1 I lis-
ten to: [UA Athletic Director) Fr.tnk 
!Broyles). [UA Chancellor) Dr. John! White and [LIA System Pres-
ident] Dr. [Alan) Sugg. When !hey 
<lecidc that it is time for me to quit. 
then lhnt"s it. and I will Ix· on Ill) 
way:· Richardson ,aid. ·'But I will 
not answer to the media nor the fans 
br anybody cbe. No tall-. sho\\- hosh 
or anybody can do .inything to me:· 
RtcharJson said the news confer• 
cncc "·" called following a number 
pf articles printed in local papers in 
which Richardson ,-a,; portrayed in 
~n untrue light. Blaming a majority 
bf his 1'1.-ccnt public auention and 
ISapproval on the pre,~. Richard-
on made some major changes in 
he acc~ssibility of tl1e press corps. 
.. I thought I wa, trying 10 help 
you [the press] do your job," 
Richardson said. "Oo nQI call me on 
my phone at home, ever again. 
Thos.: lines of commt1111callon arc 
no longer accessible to you. If you 
can't do the things the way thal they 
should be done or if you l8lte what I 
say and use it inappropriately, then 
you will not be able to have those 
privileges." 
Members of tho media no longer 
will be able to speak 10 playen dur 
ing 01· after practice or in the loclccr 
room. AU players· qucsdons l11IISt 
be asked in the compauy bf a Juzor· 
Sports Feature 
University of 
Arkansas 
back coach aod OUISide lhc~ 
back locker room area. 
"'I will not stick around and let 
you ask me questions about who i 
am going to •tart anymore." 
Richardson said. '"I will not allow 
you in my gym talking to my play-
ers :mymore. Those privileges are 
no longer available to you. I am 
not having a •tirade" or whatever it 
is you called it." Richardson said. 
.., ha,cn't hit anyone; I haven'I 
thrown any chairs; I hawn't even 
asked the media to look upstain 
and kiss my whatcVCr. I haven't 
done any of that. I just waot you to 
do your job and let me do my job. 
When I look across tbe people tn 
this room, I sec no one who looks 
like me. tallcs like me or acts like 
me:· Richardson said. "Why don't 
you or the editors recruit like I am 
recruitingT' 
Richardson said be plans 10 stay 
at Arkansas. allhough he did note 
that he believes be is treated differ-
ently than other UA coaches, who 
nil are white. 
"'The more you are on my .:asc. 
the longer I plan on ,taymg here:· 
Richordson said. ·•1 e,pecl to be 
treated a little different. because I 
know for a fact that I do not play 
on the same level as other coaches 
around this school play on. I know 
that, you know it and people of my 
color know that. And tha1·, angers 
me. But I hav.! dealt with it for 17 
years, and I will deal with it fo, 17 
more years:• 
Richardson's new stipulations 
were pul into effect immcd1a1cly 
and will continue until further 
notice. The three men RichnrJ,on 
said he answers to. Broyles, White 
and Sugg, ha,·e expres,ed no dcsir 
for him to leave the univcrsi1y. 
'"I have a lot of personal and 
professional respect for Coach 
Richardson," Sugg said after 
receiving information about the 
news conference from The Travel-
er. " I think he"s done a tremendous 
job for the UA. He's made u, prc,ud 
of our basketball tcmn. and tw·, 
done a lot of good will for 
Arlansas. I hope that he rcmams 
the basketball coach at the Univer-
sity of Arkansas:· 
White said it's time for the fans 
to stnrt supporting Richarclsun 
because this is when he needs it 
most. 
"Coach Richurd,on is a highly 
competitive individual," White 
said in an e-mail to The Tra,clcr 
"Although the fans hate to sec u, 
lose. Coach Richardson hate, it far 
more than any of the fan,. So this 
has been a very oifficult season for 
him. This is the time for tho,e who 
love the Razorback, to rally behind 
and cocouragc Coach Richardson. 
I am sure that Coach Ridiard,on 
has a very good reason for lus 
recent action,." 
Neilher White nor Sugg h;id 
contact with each other or 
Richardson prior to being inter 
viewed. Broyles was unavailable 
for comment. 
FERTILE GROUND 
Plus 
Earth Queen Band & Sho·vv 
Poetry 
I 
! 
I 
I 
I 
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What to watch ... 
Tonight, March 1 
Big .Momma's House, HBO: Martin 
Lawrence plays an FBI Agent who goes 
undercover as a neighborhood grandmother 
to investigate a bank robbery. The problems 
hegin when the woman who he has a crush 
on (Nia Long) is also the granddaughter of 
the grandmother he is posing as. Time: 
6:30 PJ\,1 
Conspiracy Zone, TNT: This outrageous 
new comedy attempts to unfold all the 
truths of the worlds greatest mysteries and 
conspiracies. Saturday Night Live alum 
Kevin Neale hosts as the show explores an 
alleged attack on a U.S. Navy expedition to 
the Antarctic by Nazi forces after World 
War 11. Time: 7:30 PJ\,l 
Any Given Sunday, HBO: Comedian 
Jamie Foxx tackles a dramatic role with his 
portrayal of benehwarmcr quarterback 
Willie Beamen, who's thrown into the start-
ing lineup when the team's veteran signal-
caller (Dennis Quaid) is injured. But suc-
cess goes to \1/illie's head and he clashes 
with his old-school coach, Tony D' Amato 
(Al Pacino). Time: 8:30 PM 
Saturday, March 2 
The Legend of Bagger Vance, HBO: Will 
Smith plays mythical caddy Bagger Vance. 
Vance comes just in the nick of time to help 
Rannulph Junub, a golfer from Savanna, 
Ga., who returns from World War I suffer-
ing post traumatic stress order and a declin-
ing swing in bis golf game. Time: 5:45 
The Players Club, USA: Determined to 
get a college degree but overwhelmed by 
the expense of being a single mother, aspir-
ing journalist Diana Armstrong (LisaRaye) 
resorts to stripping at a rowdy gentlemen's 
club and is transformed into "Diamond," a 
popular draw at the joint. But the big-
money gig doesn't come without a price. 
lee Cube made his directorial debut with 
this 1998 comedy-drama; also starring 
Bernie Mac. Time: 7:00 Pl\1 
Eriday, USA: Ice Cube co-penned this I 995 
comedy smash hit. Both Cube and Chris 
Tucker show a normal Friday in the life of 
two young LA men who are just trying to 
make it through the day with the help of 
their good friend '·Mary Jane". Time: 9:00 
PM 
Cal ndar 
What's Going On This Week? 
Friday March l'' nirely i, worth hi, showing, and 
Sunday, March 3 
The World's Most Dangerous Car Chas-
es, Discovery Channel: Footage of auto-
motive mayhem from the streets of Ameri-
ca includes the law enforcement's 
high-speed-pursui t strategics; hostage situa-
tions and vengeance by an angry mob . • 
Time: 7 :00 P!Vl 
The Godfather and Godfather II, TNT: 
Sunday is the day of the Godfather. Director 
Francis Ford Coppola's legendary fi lm tril-
ogy will be airing back-to-back episodes of 
the first two movies in the Godfather series. 
Time: 4:00 PM 
Ice Cube Movie Special, MTV: Rapper, 
Producer, and now big-shot Hollywood pro-
ducer/director Ice Cube brings us into the 
world of his latest film. A look at the mak-
ing of the film "All About the Benjamins," 
co-written by and starring Ice Cube and 
Mike Epps. Time: 8:30 PM 
Monday, March 4 
Al: An American Hero, BET: First sched-
uled for last January, "American Hero" was 
beaten to the punch by ABC's "Muhammad 
Sunday March 3rd 
Tnsre like Honey! Check our 
Honey Dew 3 with Carl Cox. OJ 
Rap. and Diesel Boyar rhe Narion, 
Night Club. 1015 Half Sr. in 
Washingron DC (d> 10:00 pm. 
Check out rhis Hip Hop e,plosion 
at rhc packed nighrclub. ii promis-
e, 10 be an nlrernative to a block-
bu,rer nighr. Call (202) 432-7328. 
on !\larch I at S1a1c of the Union. 
local sing.er Kenny Allen will show 
why he shi11es among rhem. 
Stillnlatic· Nas makes his appear-
ance at the 9:30 club on Tuesday 
bur do you have )'Our ticket. Well 
~ See some Ul'ea an. The Washingron 
Project for 1he Aris/Corcoran 
(WPNC)continues its biennial tradition with 
the opening of Options 2002, an cxhibirion of 
works by emerging artists from the Disrrict, 
Maryland and Virginia. This rakes place at the Mille-
nium Art> Cenrcr ar 65 I St SW Washington DC. 
Admission Free 
Singer. songwrircr and guitari,t 
Kenny A lien shines among locals 
for his funk-ringed classic R&B 
approach. A local anisr he defi-
it is pay day. So hit up 1icke1 mas-
ter and g.el a rickct to this one rime 
event You know rhal 11 is going lo 
be a hlntin hor concert and all rhc 
Jay-Z fans warch out cause rhe N-
A-S-1-R is coming 10 your aJ'ea and 
you don't wanr 10 miss him rhis 
Tue,da)'. 
Saturday, l\larch 2: 
Like Movies? The11 you'll love rhi:; The DC lndepcndenl film festiv:il goes on rhis week. 
Localed :11 rhe Vision rheau-e off of Conneticut Avenue this is a movie goer, fanra,y_ And here 
is the schedule for roday. 
ICa.m.: 
"Sh.ill We Play::, Game;· (9 minures). direcrcd by Brenda Carlson. 
"1lllk Fast." (86 minutes). dirccred by Chris Dcux. 
Noo11: 
"The Priests:· ( 10 minures). directed by James Napoli. 
"Ti Amo:· (27 minuresJ. direcrcd by Riccardo DiLoreto. 
"Dante's View," (23 minutes), directed by Richard E.'1$tman. 
"Return to Bcl:\)e," (81 minutes), directed by Amy Flannery. 
2:50 p.m .. 
"Navarro," (7 minures). directed bv Jo,c Muniain. 
"Coins," (20 minures), directed by ·Randy Jewart. 
"Thach," (35 minutes). direcred by Davis Guggenheim. 
"Christmas in the Clouds." (94 minutes). directed by Kare Monrgomery. 
6p.m.: 
,For the 'true Baller: Wine and Dine yourself, with the best chefs in the area and the best 
wine in the nation. Morc than 220 wineries from IO counrries, 18 expert seminars, celebrity 
chefs and no kids. Musi be 21 10 atrcnd. 
Where: Ronald Reagan Building 1300 Pennsyh"ania A,e. NW Washington DC 
When: I l:30am-51,m 
Who to Call: (703) 573-7328 
Price: $59 
Celebmre Women's History Month By digging. up some of 
their old treasures. The Timeless Treasures of Women exhibit 
goes on today al the Library of Congress, IO First St SE Wash• 
ington DC. As parr of irs ongoing America's Treasures exhibi-
rion. rhc Library of Congress selected 50 irems to document 
vomen's experiences in America. Featured works include Mary 
Cassau·s painting "Garhering Fruit": Elizabeth Cady Sinnton's 
draft of ''The Women's Bible"; an 1899 po;rcr of African Ameri-
can soprano Sbsieretta Jones and images of Norman Rockwell's 
··Rosie the Riveter." Girl Power 
Make A Deal Wirh the Devil ar the Church Street Theatre 
1742 Church Sr NW. As Faust hits the srage be prepared 
10 see 10 surprising elements of drama. With ticket rang-
ing from S 18-$30 don·r miss out on this golden oppor-
runiry because you mighr jusr end up like Fausr. 
Showtime at 2pm 
TKE HILLTOP 
. . 
Ali: King of the World'' and pulled. Unlike 
that film, which ended as Cassius Clay took 
Sonny Liston's heavyweight title in 1964, 
this straightforward chronology follows 
"the Greatest" up to his victory over George 
Foreman in l 974's "Rumble in the Jungle" 
in Zaire. Time: 8:00 PM 
Fear Factor, NBC: One of the most outra-
geous new rea li ty shows on television, Fear 
Fac1or is not your parent's game of truth or 
dare, as contestants arc pitted against one 
another to perform various stunts in an 
attempt to win fifry thousand dollars. This 
week some of the stunts that will be includ-
ed is a walk across a beam between two 
speeding big rigs; and a stunt involving a 
device filled with rats. Time: 8:00 PM 
Flipped, MTV: Ever thought about doing 
drugs'? Maybe this episode of MTV's reali-
ty series will change your mind as young 
teenagers experience rehabilitation from a 
heroin addiction. Time: 10:30 PM 
Compiled By Jo:;e11 Cummings 
Monday 3/4 
Not just a candy bar but a 
BarNun l With the latest 
local artist enjoy diversity in 
entertainment as some of DC 
locals tickle your funny bone, 
tantilize your poetic senses, and 
your need for original music. 
{Doors open at 7 pm, get there so 
you won't be left in the cold. 
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What's News-
In Business and Finance 
W hy the Spurt 
In Urge to Merge? 
Big business Just keeps on get-
ting bigger. 
Powerful rorces are driving 
American industries to consolidate 
into oligopolies, markets in which a 
few sellers offer similar products. 
Regulatory and judicial obStacles 
are becoming less formidable and 
the rewards arc growing, particu-
larly in the world or technology, me-
dia and telecommunications, where 
fixed costs are especially large and 
the cost of serving each additional 
customer is small. 
The latest case in point : Last 
week's surpriseoller by defense con-
tractor Northrop Grumman Corp. to 
purchase automotive and aerospace 
contractor TRW Inc. in a stock deal 
value<I at SS.92 billion. 
Consider other evidence or in-
creasing oligopolies: 
•Twenty years ago, cable televi-
sion was dominated by a patchwork 
of thousands or tiny, family-operated 
companies. Today, a pending deal 
would leave three firms in control of 
nearly two-thirds or the market, 
• In 1990, three publishers or col-
lege textbooks accounted for 35'k or 
Industry sales. Today they have 62o/c. 
• In 1996, when Congress deregu-
late<! telecommunications, there 
were eight Baby Bells. Today there 
are lour. and dozens or small rivals 
are dead. 
•In 1999. more than 10 significant 
!inns orrered help-wanted Web sites. 
Today, three firms dominate. 
An oligopoly can produce effi-
ciencies that give consumers better 
products at lower prices. But it can 
also destroy the competition that 
prevents firms from pushing prices 
well above costs and that forces 
them to change or die. 
Data Buoy Hopes 
Recession Is O ver 
New economic data suggest the 
recession may be over. 
The U.S. economy grew more 
than first estimated during the last 
three months of 2001 as record rar 
sales boosted consumer spending, 
Gross domestic producl. a measure 
or all goods and services produce<! in 
the U.S .. rose at a revised U'k an-
nual rate during the quarter after 
previously being estimate<! as a 0.2'k 
rise, the Commerce Department said 
Thursday. A separate report showe<I 
initial Jobless claims rose by 17,000 to 
378.000 last week, but a revision in 
earlier Labor Department data indi-
cated employment is improving. 
Stocks were mixed as investors 
weighed the revised GOP data and 
comments lrom Fe<leral Reserve 
Chairman Alan Greenspan on 
We<lnesday indicating he believes 
that a modest economic recovery 
has begun and that there Is lillle risk 
of inflation. Mr. Greenspan's com-
ments. made in testimony before a 
congressional committee, helped re-
assure investors that the recession ts 
probably over and that a boost in in-
terest rates isn't imminent. 
The economy's fourth-quarter 
performance follows a 1.3% drop in 
GOP during the third quarter. For all 
or 2001 the economy grew at a 1.2% 
rate, the worst yearly performance 
since a 0.5% decline in 1991. For this 
year the Pe<! predicts the U.S. econ-
omy wiU grow between 2.5% and 3%. 
Olympics Ratings 
Win Gold for NBC 
Big numbers !or the opening cer-
emonies and the figure-skating Ii• 
nais. a domestic locale and a little 
controversy drove ratings !or NBC's 
Winter Olympics coverage. Heading 
into Sunday night"s closing cere-
monies, NBC beat audience esti-
mates that It had promised advertis-
ers and was expecting a nearly $75 
million profit from the games, 
Through Saturday, NBC"s average 
prime-lime audience for the Winter 
Olympics was 31.5 million, accord-
ing to Nielsen Media Research. Thal 
is higher than CBS's average for the 
1998 games from Nagano. Japan, but 
lower than the 1991 Lillehammer, 
Hits and Misses 
Music companies say U.S. major.tabet 
releases often don't turn a profit until 
they'Ve sold abOut 500.000 copies. The 
industry relies on relatively few.hits to pay 
for all of its misses. Of the 6.455 new 
albums dlstnbuted by the five major music 
companies In 200 t: 
Total 
new a.lbu111• 
6,45S 
208 albums---' 
sold 100,000 
to 249.000 copies 
60 albums 
sold 1 million 
or more c:oples 
52 albums 
sold 500.000 
to 999.000 
copies 
95 albums 
sold 250,000 
to 499.000 
copies 
Norway, games, which include<! the 
battle between figure-skating rivals 
Tonya Harding and Nancy Kerrigan. 
Sanctions Weighed 
For Negligence 
The Bush administration is ex-
ploring ways to make it easier for the 
government to punish corporate om-
cers and directors accused or mis-
leading shareholders, weighing new 
penalties for mere carelessness, 
even ii an executive doesn't commit 
outright fraud. "One or the things 
we're talking about is to move the 
standard for CEOs .. .lrom reckless-
ness to negligence. which is an im-
portant change,.. Treasury Secre-
tary Paul o·Neill sald in an interview 
last week. Mr. O'Neill's comments 
came arter various top executives 
and directors or Enron Corp. have in-
siste<l that lhey were unaware or the 
financial woes (hat ultimately led to 
the !inn's bankroptcy filing. 
Napster Gets Boost 
From J udge's Ruling 
A federal judge said shuttered on-
line music service Napster Inc. could 
question the validity or music-indus-
try copyrights and whether record-
Ing companies had violated antitrust 
laws by creating their own online 
music services. The ruling by U.S. 
District Judge Marilyn Hall Patel in 
San Francisco is a small victor)' !or 
Napstcr in Its legal dispute "1th the 
recording industry. But Judge Pa-
tel's language, while not legally 
binding at this stage, suggeste<I that 
the case could rebound against the 
recording companies that success-
fully shut Napster last year. 
Judge Patel said Napster could 
question whether the recording com-
panies had violated an Ii trust laws by 
setting up their own onlinc music 
services, MuslcNet and pressplay, 
and by Imposing tough restrictions 
on Napster's license with MusicNet. 
Judge Patel wrote that the joint ven-
tures lorme<I to create the on line ser-
vices ··1ook bad, sound bad and smell 
bad." 
Odds & Ends 
General Motors Corp., Ford Mo-
tor Co. and OalmlerChrysler AG's 
Chrysler unit are gearing up for ma• jorcuts in North American output ca-
pacity. but executlng them without 
conflict from labor unions may be dil-
licult. ... Intel Corp. and Interna-
tional Business Machines Corp. un-
veiled last new chips. Intel intro-
duced a long-expecte<I spee<I upgrade 
for its Xeon chips, use<! in small and 
midslze servers !or Web and business 
applications. IBM announced a chip 
for networking devices that runs at 
more than 110 gigahertz, which 
means it turns on and orr more than 
100 blllion times a second, 
By Jay Hershey 
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The Breakaway Spring Break 
Travel Finns Are Touting 
Some Unusud Spots; 
Partying in Singapore? 
By MICHBLLE HlCCll<S 
T 
his spring break, throngs of 
rowdy college students, 
slathered in sunscreen, will 
descend upon Florida and 
Texas beach towns !or a week 
of unbridled revelry. Or 
they'll attend the "G-Ospel Brunch" In 
Jamaica. 
Tired of the same old Spring 
Break? Ocho Rios in Jamaica is of-
fering students a program called 
"Fun in the Son," including gospel• 
music concerts, visits to churches 
and community-service projects. 
Since the promotion began in .Janu-
ary, 170 have signed up. 
·•Before I stumbled on that, I was 
really trying to avoid the spring-
break time,"' says Tanisha Wiley, a 
graduate student from Chicago who 
shelle<I out nearly $1,000 !or the trip. 
"I didn't want to be down there with 
crazy college kids.·· 
Move over. Cancun. In the latest 
bid to try to boost business, travel 
companies are t111ng to beef up the 
options for spring break. Some, like 
the Montego Bay and Ocho Rios 
tourism boards in Jamaica . are try-
ing to push trips that might be more 
appealing 10 parents. Others are 
merely steering the usual bacchana-
lia rrom Florida and Texas to some 
surprising spots: Ireland, Costa 
Rica-even Singapore. 
There's even a special insurance 
policy devoted to spring-break frol-
ickers. Bollom line: The marketing 
push behind these trips, should they 
catch on, cottld well re<lefine the con-
cept or spring break. 
Run-In With a Blizzard 
But there are drawbacks. Shun-
ning the traditional spring break has 
disappointed some students. About 
this time last year, Brodie Allyn and 
three friends went backpacking in 
the Scottish Highlands. Since it was 
the orr-season, they managed to 
avoid the crowds, but they had a nm-
in with a blizzard. "That place is per-
McMalwns 
Play Hard 
For WWF 
By SALLY BBAITY 
T 
wo years ago, World 
Wrestling Federation Enter-
tainment Inc. was the cham-
pion of pop-culture buzz. Me-
dia giants Viacom Inc. and 
General lllectric Co. each 
paid S30 million for 3% WWF stakes. 
But WWF mania has coole<I, fol-
lowing some flat,foote<I moves by the 
company. Its acquisition last year or 
a rival league, World Championship 
Wrestling, confused some fans and 
caused WWFTV ratings to swoon. In 
addition, the fe<leration·s expansion 
into football-the XFL league, 
launched with NBC-was a bust. Late 
last year, WWF had to cut its work 
force 9%, 
The company Is now trying to re-
make its Image before another Im-
portant audience, Wall Street, which 
it has befuddle<! ever since Its intlal 
public stock offering In 1999. Its 
chest-beating, trash-talking 
wrestlers are part or a pre<lictable 
and still profitable formula that 
makes the weekly telecast of WWF's 
"Raw .. the highest-rated series on ba-
sic cable. But selling Investors on 
that package is a dillerent maller. 
WWF shares have fallen about 24% 
since they were first ollere<I to the 
public for Si 7 a share in October 1999. 
Linda McMahon, chief executive 
and wire or WWF Chairman Vince 
McMahon, has taken on a more vlsl• 
ble role. In addition to her corporate 
duties, she and Mr. McMahon, who 
own 97%0! the votlng stock, appear in 
the ring before WWF shows. where 
they act out a comic-book version or 
their lives. In one recent plot. she pre-
tended to be dn1gged and connned to 
a wheelchair by an evil. womanizing 
version or her husband. 
Theatrics aside, the center or the 
McMahons· comeback strategy Is 
wcw, a wresUJng league they bought 
from AOL Time Warner Inc. last year 
ror less than S5 million. With 200 
wrestlers under contract. up from 160, 
the task of scripting the shows has be· 
come more complicate<!. But WWF 
also has been able to add about 150 live 
events to its touring sche<lule, bring-
ing the total to about 350 events a year. 
As a business, the WWF shouldn't 
be dismissed out of hand, says Andy 
Rittenberry, an analyst with Gab(:lli 
Asset Management, Rye, N.Y. , which 
has about a 1% stake in the WWF, 
··Maybe you ... lhink it"s idiotic, and 
you don't like the typical wrestler and 
the people that watch ti," he says. 
··But they've built a good brand." 
A Gulde to Hot Spots 
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Some surprising destinations are popping up on the Spring Break map this year. We 
priced some trips ineluding lodging and roundtrip airfare from Los Angeles. 
DESTINATION PACKACES 
Costa Rica $1.400 
www.statravel.com (6 n1gllts) 
Hong Kong $599 
www.studentuniverse.com (7 nigllts) 
Ireland $499 
v.ww.sceptretoors,com (4 nigllts) 
Jamaica $659 
w.w.sonbuistlloildays.eom (4 nights) 
.. 
Singapore $880 
www.singap0<eair.com (4 nigllts) 
petually yucky," says th~ University 
or Michigan grad, who considere<I 
himself lucky he and his companions 
had lour sunny days out of 10. 
And the new trips could be a hard 
sell !or other reasons, Rowdy kids 
and foreign laws and terrain can be a 
bad mix. In Singapore, !or instance, 
penalties for mischief can be high. 
(Remember Michael Fay, the U.S. 
teenager lashed with a rattM cane 
for vandalism in 199~?1 And some lo-
cal outfitters In Costa Rica, popular 
COMMENTS' 
Beaches. cloud fc\ests and volcanoes are 
e,eat scenery. but beware of IOcal tour 
companies. 
Traffic nlO'les on the lelt and us,ng a eel~ 
phone while d11ving ,s prohibited. Low cnme 
rate, but p1ckpockebng is common. 
The wealher isnl exactly clement, and petty 
ctlme Is common. Rental ca,s and tou11sts, 
parocular1y near popular a111actions. are 
olten targets. 
Se,eral thoosand students w,11 nock here for 
the beaches and reggae. 8ut crime Is a ser-
ious problem: the U.S. Embassy even adVises 
staff to avoid public buses for that reason. 
Chewing gum Is banned hC<e, and penaltJes 
for m,sch:el are high: Vandahsm could 
prompt a fine or J8 I senU!n(e; ,nd fer re-
peated offenses. n·s puniShment by canmg, 
with adventuresome students. have 
spotly records, warns the U.S. State 
Department. Since 1999, the agency 
says. at least lour Americans have 
die<! on Costa Rica's flood-swollen 
rivers. three of them in white-water 
rafting mishaps. The government of 
Costa Rlc.1 says it is moving to regu-
late and monitor the safety or adven-
ture-tourism companies. 
The push for alternate spring-
break spots stems from the world-
wide tourism slump, underway since 
Sept. II . The student market, some 
travel companies are discovering, is 
one of the more resilient segments 
lately. with throngs or carefree 
youngsters unafraid 10 fly. And the 
market Is significant: An estimated 
350.000 students are typically air-
lilted rrom mid-February to March to 
places like Daytona Beach, South 
Padre Island. :md Cancun. which 
aren't about to be unseate<I as capi-
tals ror this crowd. 
Given thr anxious travel climate, 
some companies havr tried to build 
parental concerns into their business 
plans. Travel Guard International, a 
travel-Insurance company, last year 
starte<I a policy specifically for 
spring breakers. Coverage runs $85 
for a S2,000 trip and includes assis-
tance with lost passports, legal refer-
rals and even bail. In January alone, 
sales or the policies double<! com-
pared with last year's entire spring-
break season. 
Travel Web site Orbilz, which 
starte<I targeting the under-25 mar-
ket with spring-break promos this 
month, says its ·care alert· program 
is supposed to give parents a lillle 
peace or mind. Orbitz will electronl-
caliy send family and friends real-
time flight-status updates ror the 
traveler. And STA Travel, a large 
student-travel agency, is launching a 
service for its clients to e-mail re-
quests for assistance with their 
travel plans while they're abroad. 
Praying, Not Partying 
Then there's that other novelty in 
spring breaks: religious groups ar-
ranging trips !or students 10 pray in-
stead or party. This year, 28 college 
campuses are offering alternative 
spring-break programs through Hil-
lel, a national organization of Jewish 
college students. Students like the 
communiti•-sen•ice work they do and 
the exotic locales they visit, while 
parents ltke the Idea their kids are 
with a controlle<I crowd. 
"My older brother had been to 
Daytona and Cancun:· says Ariel 
Oxman, a junior at the University or 
Maryland. For his parents. the "al-
ternative· spring break he's taking 
this year, where he will prepare and 
celebrate Passover with a small com-
munity in South America, has "defi-
nitely made them a llllle happier.· 
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M]LL OPIC,S 
All HILLTOPICS 
are due, paid in full, the 
Tuesday before 
publication date. Announce-
ments by campus organiza-
tions for meetings, seminars 
or nonprofit are charged as 
individuals advertising for 
the 
purpose of announcing a 
service, buying or selling are 
charged $5 for the first 20 
words and $1 for every addi-
tional five words. Local com-
panies are charged $10 for 
first 20 words and $2 for 
every 5 words thereafter. 
Personal ads are $2 for the 
first 10 words and $1 for 
every additional 5 words. 
ANNOUNCEMENT 
KRUSH GROOVE 
Old Skool Party 
l\farch 8th 
GET PEADY!I!' 
Jamye, 
We're on our way . . . 
Nike 
on, 
Thanks for that Fruit Punch and 
the conversation. 
This is to make up from last 
week. 
-Nike 
IF you can't beat em' 
Join em. 
or at least try to. 
A Man who woq't 
stand for somethmg, 
will fall for anything. 
l lapp,. 2, l.:,t ~rak! 
No cou!\.01s1er. (':~Roe 
S)lring Break with STS, Americas 1----------------
Q'I March 2, 1981 
A star was bom. #l Student Tour O)lerator. Pro-
mote trips 
on-campus earn cash 
and free trip. 
Info/Reservation 
800-648-4849 
www.statravel.com 
Hilltop Budget Meeting Tuesdays 
7pm 
Come on Out!!!! 
KRUSH GROOVE 
Coming Soon 
Pee)l tbe new math .... 
ADDITION 
does not lead to multiplication 
but DIVISION 
His delstiny was set. 
And his cpest to the tcp began. 
21 year.I later ... 
. .. and he's still txucltin 
•. and MX1't step get till he's 
getting money like 
athletes. 
Celebrating Legality' 
C.Roc 
E. Money Bags: 
You're showing them how the Chi is 
holdin it down with the section. 
All I can say is Harold's and Tourus Flavors. 
M.E. 
Con a..:t 
The Hilltop Nc,vspaper 
at 202-806-4732 
10-S pn1, l\1-F 
e-mad the editorial staff at 
thehilltoµC<, hotmail.co1n 
or for advertising info 
Psalm 52-Psalm 43 
"\Vh at therefore God hath joined 1---~h~il~lt~o=o=b=U=SI=· n=e=s=S(::":::h=o=tn=1=a=il=.c=o=1n=---..J 
_•o_g_c_th_c•_· 1_et_n_o_n_u_111_J>_u_t _"'_·u-nd_c_r'-1' Qll~~~NNN@!ffl," fhe 
.Jeczy, you and T---ieck will have 
fun in D.C. I'll fill ya 'II in on my 
trip. One! 
KRUSH GROOVE 
Old Skool Party 
March 8th 
Good Luck to Miss DC USA 
Shauntaye H111ton 
as she competes for the title of 
Miss USA 
.. \Vatch Shauntaye tonight 0 9pm on CBS as 
she represents for Howard and the District!!! 
- love Diahann 1st RU 
• 
. (Next to thC:' MCI A r e n ct} ......... ~ 
F1rs1. Shuttle Leav es The Q u ad @ 1 Opm 
Arabella F. Littlepage & Karim M. Shabazz 
2002-2003 llmvatd llnh1ttlii~• Student Assoc~tion President & Vice Prc8irlcnt Candidates 
ENVISION Yn11r f.1lura1i,i11. fNVISION Your Empowcm1mt, l~VISION Your Excdlcncc, 
f.NVISION ... Sttmg ls Believing 
VOTE M A R CH 6 t h1 2 0 0 2 
